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DEVELOPMENT OF A WEB-BASED GIS FOR GROUNDWATER
EXPLORATION IN ARID LANDS

Nakul Manocha, M.S.
Western Michigan University, 2005

A three-fold exercise was conducted to assess the groundwater potentiality in the
Eastern Desert (ED) of Egypt. First, a database was generated to host all relevant data
sets in a GIS environment for a better understanding of the spatial relationships
between these data sets. Co-registered digital mosaics were generated from relevant
data sets including remote sensing (e.g., Landsat TM, SIR-C, SRTM, TRMM),
geochemical (solute concentrations, 0 and H stable isotope composition), geological
(geologic maps), and hydrological (lithology, depth to water table) data sets. Second,
a web-based GIS interface (ArcIMS) was developed to provide a vehicle for data
analysis, visualization, and dissemination. Finally, using the developed web-based
GIS, locations for potential productive wells (168) targeting four types of shallow
(<200m) reservoirs were identified.

The targeted reservoir types are: (1) Nubian

Aquifer groundwater residing in shallow alluvial aquifers, (2) meteoric groundwater
reservoirs in fractured basement rocks, (3) alluvial aquifers recharged by modem
meteoric precipitation, and (4) meteoric groundwater reservoirs related to dyke
swarms. The validity of the methodology was successfully tested against existing
wells in the Eastern Desert.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

Demand for freshwater supplies in arid and semi-arid countries worldwide is on the rise
because of increasing populations and limited water supplies. This problem is
exemplified in the countries of Saharan Africa (North Africa) and the Middle East,
where scarcity of water resources is contributing to political instability, disputes, and
conflicts. Sources of freshwater in these areas include the surface runoff (e.g., the Nile
River in Egypt and Sudan) that generally originates from allochthonous precipitation
over distant mountainous areas with wet climatic conditions. Other sources of
freshwater in these arid and semi-arid areas include non-renewable groundwater
resources originating as autochthonous precipitation that recharged the aquifers in
previous wet climatic periods. For example, the Nubian aquifer that occupies large
areas (~2 x 105 km 2) in northern Sudan, eastern Libya, and Egypt (Fig. 1.1) (Hess et al. ,
1987) is believed to have been recharged during wet climatic conditions in the
Quaternary (e.g. , Thorweihe, 1982). These fossil waters are currently being used for
irrigation purposes in the Dakhla, Kharga, and Farafra oases in Egypt, and an extensive
program is being developed in Libya to extract and utilize these fossil waters from the
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Figurel.1. Extension of the Nubian aquifer across Egypt, Sudan, Libya and Chad
(Thorweihe et al., 2002).
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renewable nature of these waters, the artesian wells fed by this aquifer are drying up,
and the depth to water table in these areas has been steadily increasing.

Egypt is facing increasing water needs, demanded by a rapidly growing population, by
increased urbanization, by higher standards of living and by an agricultural policy that
emphasizes expanded production in order to feed the growing population. As described
earlier, Egypt primarily depends on the River Nile as its primary renewable water
resource. With the adoption of progressive agricultural projects to channel River Nile
water to the deserts of Egypt, such as the El Salam and Tushka Canals, Egypt is
approaching full utilization of its River Nile water allocation (55 x 109 m3). Thus, there
is a real sense of urgency to develop alternative renewable groundwater resources in
Egypt in order to cope with the ever increasing fresh water demand.

There are reasons for choosing Egypt as an appropriate location to conduct this research
that could possibly be implemented over other arid regions across the world. First,
Egypt' s landscape and its climatic and hydrologic settings are ideal for the study and
resemble those in neighboring arid countries. Hence, results obtained in Egypt will be
applicable to many neighboring countries (e.g., Sudan, Saudi Arabia, Ethiopia, and
Libya). Secondly, like many arid countries, Egypt's major source of water is surface
water in the form of the Nile River and, as is the case with other arid countries, Egypt is
utilizing its non-renewable fossil water as well.

3

In order to identify the potential renewable groundwater resources, it was imperative to
identify first the areas that are most likely to yield renewable water resources. In other
words, identify areas where precipitation occurs and where precipitation can feed
aquifers of concern. The Egyptian landscape is divided into three main domains, (1) the
Western Desert, the desert to the west of the River Nile and east of the Egyptian-Libyan
border line, (2) the Eastern Desert (ED), the desert to the east of the Nile and west of
the Red Sea, and (3) the Sinai Peninsula (Figure 1.2). Figure 1.2 is the total
precipitation over the Egyptian landscape throughout 5 years (1998-2002). The data is
extracted from the 3-hourly precipitation data set measured by the Tropical Rain
Measurement Mission (TRMM). Inspection of the figure shows that the amount of
precipitation over the Western Desert is negligible (<5 mm) compared to the ED and
the Sinai Peninsula (up to 200mm).

I selected the ED as my test site (as opposed to Sinai) because of the extensive
coverage of the area by various relevant datasets (e.g., remote sensing, geophysics,
geochemical and other geological datasets). These data sets are readily available for the
ED, but not for Sinai. For example, our research team at Western Michigan University
has conducted numerous research activities in the ED over the past decade. Naturally,
these data sets are needed to facilitate the identification of the groundwater
potentialities in the areas of concern.
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After choosing the ED as my test site, I developed a straightforward strategy to enable
groundwater exploration in the study area. I examined the geologic and hydrogeologic
setting of existing productive wells in order to identify criteria or factors that could be
used to identify locations for potential wells that mimic the geologic and hydrogeologic
settings of the existing productive wells. This approach has the advantage of being less
costly than the traditional approaches that rely heavily on the application of geophysical
methods and on drilling. Moreover, the ED is an extensive area of 220,000 km 2 and to
adopt geophysical techniques as the primary exploration technique for such an
extensive area would be unrealistic. Alternatively, I chose to rely heavily on web-based
GIS (Geographic Information System) Technologies as my primary investigation tool.
This approach is cost-effective and has the additional advantage of providing a vehicle
for data distribution and analysis by other fellow geologists.

Applications of interdisciplinary research in geological sciences and related fields often
require integration of a number of spatial data sets to enable a better understanding of
the relationships between these datasets. Thanks to the advent of GIS technology and
its massive potential for data integration, visualization, and modeling, our ability to
address and analyze these spatial data sets has dramatically improved. The application
of these techniques is especially advantageous in developing countries where, obtaining
basic data sets that are relevant to geologic applications (e.g., digital topography, aerial
photography, satellite data, and geological maps) is cost prohibitive. I generated a web-

6

based GIS database to hold these data sets and made it available for scientists nationally
and internationally. The database has visualization routines that enable the researchers
to analyze the data in both 2-D and 3-D environments.

Many spatial datasets were integrated in the developed web-based GIS. These include,
but are not limited to, geological, remote sensing (e.g. , radar data, Landsat data etc.),
and geochemical (e.g., anions, cations, 8 180, and 8D isotopic compositions).
Publishing these datasets on the web (as an Arc Internet Map Service [ArcIMS]
website) serves three important purposes: firstly, it would help other researchers to
access the data via internet. Secondly, it would help the scientists to analyze the data
using various visualization tools. Thirdly, the web-based GIS would provide a vehicle
to download data.

In summary, the tasks I accomplished are: a) Developed co-registered digital mosaics
over the ED; b) Developed a web-based GIS to host these mosaics (datasets) and to
allow the analysis and distribution of the data sets; c) Identified criteria for locating
various groundwater reservoirs over the ED, and d) applied these criteria to identify
potential areas for groundwater exploration.

7

1.2 Organization of Thesis

Chapter one presents a general overview of the topic of research, the motivation behind
the work, and the selected approach. In Chapter 2, I present a summary of the current
usage of groundwater in Egypt, reasons for conducting this research ·in Egypt, and
general facts about ArcIMS . Chapter 3 explains the methodology and provides
comprehensive details about the various datasets used in the development of the webbased environment, along with the visualization tools used. Chapter 4 provides the
conceptual models for groundwater exploration in the ED and an explanation on how
remote sensing and GIS technologies contributed to this effort. In chapter 5, I apply the
developed methodologies to identify groundwater potentialities in the ED.
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CHAPTER2:BACKGROUND

2.1 Topography

The topographic and climatic features of the region east of the Nile and west of the Red
Sea, the ED (Fig.2.1 ), are very different from those of the Western Desert. The
relatively mountainous ED rises abruptly from the Nile and extends over an area of
approximately 220,000 km 2 (roughly equivalent in size to Utah). The upward-sloping
plateau of Nubian Sandstone (in the south) and Eocene limestone (north) gives way
within 100 km to arid, rocky hills running north and south between the Sudan border
and the Nile Delta. The hills reach elevations of more than 1,900 m. The region's most
prominent feature is the easterly chain of rugged mountains, the Red Sea Hills, which
extend from the Nile Valley eastward to the Gulf of Suez and the Red Sea. This
elevated region has a natural drainage pattern that drains eastwards into the Red Sea
and extends westward as well through a complex of irregular, sharply cut wadis that
finally drain into the River Nile.

2.2 Geology

The ED of Egypt lies between the River Nile and the Red Sea. The ED is composed
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of two main groups of rock units, the basement rocks that crop out along the Red Sea
Hills, and the sedimentary successions of Phanerozoic age to the west.

2.2.1 Basement

The Precambrian basement complex in Egypt is part of the Arabian-Nubian Shield, a
region of middle to late Proterozoic crystalline rocks comprising the ED of Egypt,
southern Sinai, western Saudi Arabia, and northeastern Sudan (Engel et al., 1980;
Greenwood et al., 1980; David, 1984). The Arabian-Nubian Shield in general, and the
ED of Egypt in particular, are largely composed of volcano-sedimentary arc terranes
and interleaving ophiolitic rocks. The variably deformed and metamorphosed volcanic
and immature elastic sediments are commonly intruded by several types of granitoids.
The calc-alkaline composition of much of the igneous material, and the presence of
mafic-ultramafic bodies having ophiolitic attributes, have led to plate tectonic
interpretations for the origin of the Arabian-Nubian Shield. These interpretations
involve muti-cyclic evolution and accretion of island arc systems (Greenwood et al.,
1976; Al Shanti and Mitchell, 1976; Bakor et al., 1976; Garson and Shalaby, 1976;
Frisch and Al Shanti, 1977; Gass, 1977; Schmidt et al., 1979; Engel et al., 1980;
Shackleton et al., 1980; El Bayoumi, 1982; Ries et al., 1983). In general the basement
complex in the ED consists of a sequence of layered ultramafic-mafic association of
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green schist facies. These ultamafic-mafic sequences were thrusted over an older
African craton to the west (Stoeser and Camp, 1985; Vail, 1985; Kroner et al., 1987).
These sequences are overlain by a sequence of immature volcanogenic metasediments,
locally containing some iron formations (Stem, 1979). These volcanogenic sediments
are overlaid, interfingered, and interlayered at its upper parts with a sequence of
intermediate to felsic metavolcanic assemblage similar to recent island arcs volcanics
(El Shazly et al., I 964).

The basement terrane of the ED was subdivided into three main sections, the north ED,
the central ED, and the south ED (Stem, 1979) (Fig. 2.2). Stem made these subdivisions on the basis of the dominant assemblages of lithologies in these areas and
their respective tectonic affinities. Stem analyzed the distribution of various lithologies
on the geologic maps and found that the Central ED has by far the greatest
concentration of ultramafics, and mafic metavolcanics, which are indicative of ocean
and island arc depositional environments. The North ED has the greatest concentration
of late-to-post orogenic molasses-type sediments (Hammamat sediments) and bimodal
volcanics (Dokhan Volcanics) which are indicative of extensional tectonic settings. The
South ED has a concentration of gneisses and granitic rocks, which are indicative of
continental environments. These subdivisions are shown in the figure 2.2. The Central
ED is characterized by extensive deformation compared to the northern and southern
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(Stem, 1979).
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parts of the ED. The basement outcrops are dissected by numerous shear zones and
brittle faults that are of importance to groundwater exploration. The basement rocks,
unlike the sedimentary rocks, are massive and have negligible porosity. Shear zones on
the other hand, can induce porosity in these rocks.

Moore (1979), Abu Zeid (1984), and Stem (1985) proposed that the Najd Shear System
(NSS) projects into the ED of Egypt. Sultan et al. , (1993) produced the first regional
map for the main Najd-related shear zones in the crystalline basement of Egypt. They
concluded that four major shear zones of the Najd System in Arabia project along strike
into the Duwi, Sibai, Hafafit, and Beitan areas of the ED of Egypt (Fig. 2.3). In addition
to these four major shear zones that crosscut the central ED, there are numerous other
shear zones of smaller areal extent. The NSS of the Arabian-Nubian Shield is the
largest pre-Mesozoic transcurrent fault system on Earth (Stem, 1985), extending in a
NW-SE direction over 1200 km in outcrop, with a width of approximately 300 km. The
main trends of the NSS terminate at the eastern margin of the Red Sea. Along the zone
occupied by the NSS in Saudi Arabia brittle and ductile styles of deformation prevail,
superimpose on, and obliterate earlier tectonic features . Displacement associated with
the NSS was accommodated through ductile stretching and shortening, arcuate folding,
and brittle left-lateral faulting. Ductile deformation is commonly more pronounced
along anastomosing shear zones of variable lengths and widths.
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2.2.2 Sedimentary Rock Units

A thick sequence of sedimentary rock units unconformably overly the basement rocks
of the Red Sea Hills. This sequence consists of several sedimentary rock units that
overlay the irregular Precambrian basement surface (Fig. 2.4). The Cretaceous to lower
Eocene platform sediments form an extensive, uniform sequence of well- bedded
alluvial plain to shallow water shelf sediments, overlying a well developed peneplain
on the Precambrian basement (David, 1984). The rocks are virtually flat-lying over
most of the region, but dip gently west off the Red Sea Hills, producing a series of
spectacular east-facing erosional scarps with dip slopes dropping westward down to the
Nile Valley. The platform sediments were deposited during a period of epeirogenic
downwarping and rising relative to sea level which began in the Cretaceous. Two main
rock units within the stratigraphic sequences of the ED are the Nubian Sandstone and
the Eocene limestone.

The Nubian Sandstone (Paleozoic-Mesozoic) hosts the non-renewable fossil waters of
the Nubian aquifer. The outcrops of the Nubian Sandstone in the ED are shown in
figure 2.2. In the ED, the Nubian Sandstone unconformably overlies the Basement
(Precambrian) with an average thickness of some 500 m. The major outcrops are in the
south and along the western margin of the Red Sea Hills. The Karstified limestone
(Eocene and Cretaceous) overlies the Nubian Sandstone with a thickness ranging
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from 500 m in the east to 1500 m in the west. The limestone forms an impressive
plateau extending from as far south as Qena to the outskirts of Cairo in the north.

The major stratigraphic units of the ED are displayed in figure 2.4. The figure shows an
E-W trending cross section extending from the Red Sea Hills to the River Nile. Note
the deep sub vertical faults reaching the Nubian Sandstone. The Nubian aquifer
groundwater rises under pressure and discharges in the overlying alluvial aquifers.

2.3 Climatic Conditions

Most of the ED is classified as hyper-arid. Rainfall is generally less than 35 mm/yr and
relative humidity is low (50% in winter, 15% in summer). There are two main seasons:
the winter (November to March) is characterized by warm days and cool nights
(temperature can drop to about 12°C). Temperatures average about 35-40°C in summer,
and 12°C in winter.

Most of the precipitation falls near the coastlines; these areas receive upto 200 mm of
precipitation per year. Despite the paucity of the rainfall events, many flash floods were
reported from the ED and Sinai (Nairn, 1995). This is largely due to the fact that the
ED is characterized by large watersheds that collect precipitation over large domains
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and channel it through a limited number of main valleys. On average, flash floods occur
once every three years and are generally separated by dry periods (Gheith et al. , 2002).
Two types of aquifers are recharged by such events: alluvial aquifers and fractured
basement.

Prior to about 3500 BC, the region was wetter than it is today, but the area began to dry
out during the same period when civilization developed in the Nile Valley. Nowadays,
vast sections of the ED are devoid of vegetation. In the northern tip of the ED and in the
southern parts of the desert, the relatively higher precipitation and humidity gives rise
to limited vegetation (trees and shrubs) in some of the valleys (Beaumount et al., 1985).

2.4 Current Situation

The ED of Egypt has two major sources of water: (1) the renewable River Nile water
and (2) the non-renewable groundwater of the Nubian aquifer. The latter is an extensive
aquifer in Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, and Chad (Figure 1. 1). In Egypt, that aquifer
covers large domains of the ED, the Western Desert, and Sinai. The Nubian aquifer
groundwater is hosted in the Nubian Sandstone. Recharge areas crop out to the west of
the Red Sea Hills and in the south ED. In the northern part of the ED and in the
proximity of the River Nile, the Nubian aquifer is deep (~ 1 km). The Nile River is the
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maJor fresh water source which serves Egypt's population. Over 95% of Egypt's
population lives in areas surrounding the Nile Valley and in the Nile Delta. Currently,
Egypt is using almost its full allocation of the Nile River water (i.e. 55 billion m 3/yr)
(Gheith et al. , 2002). With the growing population (~2 million/year), Egypt has to
explore alternative renewable water resources. In this manuscript, I adopted
methodologies to identify renewable water resources other than the River Nile.
Although the Nubian aquifer is a non-renewable resource, I provide ways to identify
previously undetected areas of natural discharge that could be used in a sustainable
manner.

2.5 Reasons for Conducting this Research in Egypt

I chose Egypt as my test site for a number of reasons:
First, Egypt' s landscape, climate, and hydrologic settings are ideal for the study and
resemble those in neighboring countries. Hence, results obtained in Egypt will be
applicable to many neighboring countries. Networks of minor valleys dissect the Red
Sea Hills and the surrounding Cretaceous and Tertiary outcrops and join into main
valleys that ultimately drain into the Red Sea or the Nile River valley ( e.g. , Asyuti,
Qena, and Hammamat; Figure 2.1 ). These channel networks collect rainfall as surface
runoff in the main valleys and as groundwater in the shallow alluvial and limestone
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aquifers flooring the main valleys. The large areal extent (e .g. 15,000 km 2 for the Qena
watershed) and extensive network of individual watersheds in the ED are ideal for
channeling rain precipitating over large domains into a limited number of main valleys
and recharging the aquifers flooring these valleys. These topographic and climatic
conditions are present along the Red Sea Hills in Egypt, Sudan, Somalia, Saudi Arabia,
and Yemen. Similar conditions exist in mountainous areas in North Africa (e.g., Tibesti
in Libya, Ennedi Mountains in Chad) as well.

Second, like many of the world's arid and semi-arid countries, Egypt relies almost
exclusively on its surface water (Nile River) and its fossil groundwater (Nubian
aquifer). The dependence on the River Nile water has negative impacts on Egypt's
freshwater ecosystems. Thus, finding alternative renewable water resources will be
quite advantageous to the alleviation of the pressures on Egypt's fossil water and for
preserving Egypt' s ecosystems .

Third, the preliminary geochemical and isotopic studies (Sultan et al., 2000) indicate
that flash flood waters stored in shallow aquifers during the past 45 years appear to be
the principal source of most of the analyzed groundwater samples in the wadi El Tarfa
and surrounding areas (Figure 2.1). This observation implies that the groundwater is a
renewable resource. The magnitude of this resource is currently unknown, but it is
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likely to be considerable. Locally, these waters pool into shallow alluvial aquifers that
are currently used to cultivate small areas within the main valleys.

2.6 Interdisciplinary Work

In order to study this problem, I had to generate ( explained in the Methodology sectionChapter 3) datasets that comprise a number of scientific disciplines. This includes
remote sensing data (Landsat TM [Thematic Mapper] for locating shear zones,
fractured basement, alluvium deposits; SIR- C [Spacebome Imaging Radar-CJ to locate
NW trending faults; geologic maps to locate faults and wadis location; digital elevation
data for watershed delineation and stream delineation; inventory of the existing shallow
wells in the various parts of the ED; geochemical data [e.g. 8 180 & 80 of groundwater
samples]).Thus, my approach involved 1) generation of digital mosaics of these
datasets, and 2) assembly of the datasets into the Spatial Database Engine (SOE)
running on the Oracle Server in the Earth Sciences Remote Sensing (ESRS) Lab at
Western Michigan University. Thereafter, developing the ArcIMS website to host these
datasets and to enable the analysis of datasets by all investigators and researchers.
Section 2. 7 describes the definition, importance, and efficiency of ArcIMS in detail.
The procedures for generation of these datasets and their use for groundwater
exploration will become clearer from discussion provided in the next chapter
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2. 7 ArcIMS Components and Architecture

In this section, I review information pertaining to general concepts of ArcIMS, how it
works, the various components of ArcIMS (architecture), and how ArcXML, the
language of ArcIMS, stores the information for maps.

2.7.1 General

Arc IMS is ESRI™ Internet GIS software which allows a user to centrally build and
deliver maps, data, and tools over the Internet. Applications of interdisciplinary
research in geological and hydrogeological sciences and related fields often requires
integration of a number of spatial data sets to enable a better understanding of the
relationships between these datasets. An Arclnfo based Geographic Information System
allows spatial-temporal integration of geochemical, remotely sensed data, digitized
topographic, geologic inforn1ation, and other spatial datasets. The web-based GIS
interface provides a vehicle for information dissemination via the worldwide web.
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2.7.2 Architecture of ArcIMS

ArcIMS has been designed as multi tier software. Multi tier software is software which
provides a user interface (client) and a server with persistent storage to make use of
several applications or services. It has three tiers: the presentation tier, the business
logic tier, and the data storage tier. The schematic diagram of the ArcIMS architecture
is represented in figure 2.5 .

Presentation Tier - Presentation tier or the front-end consists of the client side

components which are used to send requests to the server, display the maps, and
analyze the data. These components are also called the Arc IMS viewers or Client
viewers which are available in two different forms: HTML viewer and the Java Viewer.
I designed my application in the HTML viewer. There could be multiple numbers of
users sending similar or different requests at the same time. These requests are
appropriately forwarded to the business logic tier. Examples for these requests include
zooming in and out, panning, querying, selection, identifying, etc.

Business Logic Tier - The Business tier includes server side components, consisting of

the Web server, Application Server and the Spatial Server. This tier is where all of the
requests for processing and server administration take place.
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Web Server - This is the most important component which directly
communicates with the viewer and is required in order for Arc IMS to work. Various
examples of web servers are Microsoft Internet Information Server commonly known
as IIS , Apache, iPlanet, etc. Currently, we are using Apache server in the ESRS.

Application Server - The role of the Application Server is to keep track of
which Map Services are running on which Spatial Server and it also handles the load
distribution of incoming requests. Thus, the application server monitors and controls
the traffic of the requests made by the various users across the world.

Spatial Server - It is commonly referred to as "The Backbone of ArcIMS".
The Spatial Server has a lot of work to do. It has to communicate with the Application
Server, parse ArcXML requests into their components, read shapefiles, image files, and
SOE data from other servers, and processes the actual requests (KCGIS , 2001).

Data Storage Tier - As the name suggests, this tier stores the data in the form of
images, tables, shapefiles (vector data) etc. and also performs the data management by
running a Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) such as Oracle, SQL
Server, lnformix etc. All the data is stored in the Spatial Database Engine commonly
known as SOE which runs on the RDBMS. Our Lab is using Oracle Server to hold the
SOE. The use of Oracle Server is advantageous because it can not only store the
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standard binary types and the spatial data types as well. · This is advantageous over the
Microsoft SQL which has the capability to store the data in standard binary format
only. Hence, querying of spatial data is more efficient and faster using the Oracle
Server.

2.7.3 Arc-Extensive Markup Language

Arc Extensible Markup Language commonly known as ArcXML developed by ESRI TM
is a file format that provides a structured method for communication between all
ArcIMS components. ArcXML defines content for services and is used for requests and
responses between clients, the business logic tier, and servers. ArcXML is the protocol
for communicating with the ArcIMS Spatial Server. An ArcIMS Spatial Server is the
backbone of ArcIMS and provides the functional capabilities for accessing and
bundling maps and data into the appropriate format before sending the data back to a
client. In order to understand ArcXML, it is first necessary to understand how
configuration files, ArcIMS services, requests, and responses relate to each other and
how they interact with the ArcIMS Spatial Server. To learn more about the ArcXML
structure, configuration file, please refer to the Appendix I.
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CHAPTER3:METHODOLOGY

In this section, I will be discussing the main steps involved in the generation of the
web-based GIS and in the latter part of the chapter I will discuss how the web-based
GIS could be used to identify the groundwater potentialities of the ED. First, I will list
the digital mosaics that were generated, their respective spatial resolution, and
individual units that were used to generate each of these mosaics.

Second, I will

describe the procedures that were used to generate each of these products. Third, I will
describe the information that was extracted from each of these products to help conduct
the activities pertaining to the ED groundwater project. Fourth, I will discuss the
rational and procedures for the generation of a web-based GIS to incorporate the
generated data sets. Finally, I will be going through the data visualization tools that I
developed in ArcIMS to analyze the datasets in the web-based GIS environment.

3.1 List of Digital Mosaics Generated Over the ED

(1) Mosaic of Geologic Maps;
(2) Coverage of faults (vectors) extracted from geologic maps;
(3) Mosaics of individual Landsat TM bands 1 through 7;
(4) Mosaic of Landsat TM bands 2, 4, and 7;
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(5) 3 TM band ratio mosaic (5/4x3/4, 5/1 , 5/7);
(6) Spaceborne Imaging Radar-C band data (SIR-C data) ;
(7) DEM (Digital Elevation Model) generated from ASTER scenes;
(8) Coverage of stream networks derived from DEM data;
(9) Watershed boundaries derived from DEM data;
(IO)TRMM (5 years) precipitation data;
(1 l)Well data (field, geochemical, and isotopic data) ;

(12) NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index)

Individual

1.

units

used

to

build

the

above

listed

mosaics

are

as

follows:-

Mosaic of Geologic Maps (Fig. 3.1) - I used 8 geo-referenced CONOCO maps

(EGPC a through h, 1987) scanned at 300 dpi at a scale of 1:500,000 covering the ED
of Egypt.

2.

Faults Coverage (Fig. 3.2) - A digital map showing the distribution of faults

across the ED was generated by digitizing fault traces from the CONOCO maps (EGPC
a through h, 1987). Digitization was done using ArcGIS software package.
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Figure 3 .1. Digital mosaic of Geologic Maps.
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Figure 3.2. Fault traces extracted from Geologic Maps.
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3.

Landsat TM bands 1 through 7- The raw Landsat TM bands are available for

commercial and educational purpose at various GIS and remote sensing data
distribution websites. The individual raw scenes with a spatial resolution of 28.5 m
were downloaded and geo-referenced (image to image) using ground control points
(GCP's) to a seamless mosaic of MrSID files (NASA Global Dataset) over the ED. I
used MrSID coverage as a base image to geo-reference all my Landsat bands because it
comes as a processed and geo-referenced product by default and it is easily available on
the NASA website. Errors in locations on this product are approximately 1 pixel size
(30 m) on the average (Landsat Tutorial, 1982). I generated the mosaic for the ED by
2

assembling two subsets; each covers an area of 385,000 km on the side. Scenes were
warped using the GCP's and reflectance values for the individual scenes were
calculated using procedures described in (Sultan et al. , 1987). Finally, these bands were
stacked to form a series of Landsat TM images (7 bands).The entire processing was
performed using ENVI - image processing software.

4.

False color mosaic of Landsat TM bands 2 (blue), 4 (green), and 7 (red)

(Fig 3.3) - Color composite of bands 2, 4, 7 was generated over the ED at a spatial
resolution of 28.5 m. This composite was created using the processed individual TM
bands as described above.
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Figure 3.3. Color composite of Landsat TM
bands 2, 4, 7 covering the Eastern Desert.
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5.

Landsat TM band ratio images (Fig.3.4) - Landsat TM ratio images were

created using the Landsat TM reflectance bands at a spatial resolution of 28.5 m. Three
band ratio mosaics (5/4x3/4, 5/ 1, 5/7) were generated from the Landsat TM reflectance
mosaics

6.

usmg

procedures

described

m

(Sultan

et

al. ,

1987).

Spaceborne Imaging Radar-C band data (SIR-C data) (Fig. 3.5) - Raw SIR-

C data at a spatial resolution of 100 m was downloaded from the NASA website
(http: //lpdaac.usgs.gov/sir-c/sir-c.asp).

Around

100

scenes

were

downloaded,

mosaicked and geo-referenced. For geo-referencing, I used the pointing information
(coordinates of the comers) provided in the header file to geo-reference this data set.

7.

DEMs were generated from ASTER (Advanced Spaceborne Thermal

Emission and Reflection Radiometer) scenes (Fig. 3.6) - 58 Raw Level lA Aster
scenes were used to generate a 60 m DEM. ASTER is an imaging instrument flying on
Terra, a satellite launched in December 1999 as a part of NASA's Earth Observing
System (EOS). These ASTER scenes were downloaded from the EOS- Data Gateway
(http: //asterweb.jpl.nasa.gov/obtaining data.asp).
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Figure 3.4. TM band ratio mosaic over the Eastern Desert.
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Figure 3.5. SIR-C data showing NW-trending lineaments in wadi Asyuti and
surroundings.

Figure 3.6. DEM digital mosaic generated from
ASTER data (60 m resolution).
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8.

Coverage of stream networks derived from DEM data (Fig. 3.7) - DEM data

was used to generate streams.
9.

Watershed boundaries derived from DEM data (Fig. 3.8) - Again, I used

DEM data to generate the watershed boundaries.

Figure 3.7. Stream Networks generated from DEM (180 m
resolution).

I 0.

TRMM Precipitation Data (Fig. 1.2) - Several satellites, including TRMM

(Tropical Rain Measurement Mission), SSM/I (Special Sensor Microwave/Imager), and
geostationary infra red (IR) satellites are currently used to estimate rainfall across large
sections of the globe. NASA recently began producing a merged dataset from these
various sensors yielding precipitation rate with high temporal and spatial
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Figure 3.8. Watershed boundaries extracted from the DEM data over
the Eastern Desert.
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coverage

(http://trmm.gsfc.nasa.gov/).

A

digital

image

displaying

cumulative

precipitation for five years (1998 to 2002) was generated from 3-hourly TRMM data.

11.

Well data (Fig 3.9) - Three types of well data were compiled. First, our field

data collected using United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) funding
(hereafter referred to as UNDP field data). Second dataset is a compilation of all well
data ( ~ 180 wells) that was administered by the Egyptian Ministry of Water Resources
(EMWR, 2004) over the past two decades (hereafter referred to as Ministry data). The
18

UNDP field data refers to geochemical (anions, cations), isotopic (8 0 & 8D), and
field data that UNDP team collected. The Ministry data is unpublished data that was
collected by researchers from the Egyptian Ministry of water resources. This data
includes depth to water table, salinity, maximum drawdown, well type, well names etc.
A third data set is a compilation of all existing well data for the ED. The dataset
comprise the locations of the majority of wells in the ED of Egypt. These wells were
extracted from digital mosaics constructed from topographic sheets (EGSA a through j ,
1996) (scale: 1:50,000 maps). The topographic sheets were generated from aerial
photographs acquired from 1988 to 1995.

12.

NOVI (Fig. 3.10) - I used the Landsat TM reflectance bands 3 and 4 to generate

the NDVI image using procedures described in (Crippen, 1990).
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Figure 3.9. Distribution of wells in the Eastern Desert.
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Figure 3.10. NDVI image extracted from Landsat TM bands (3
and 4) over the Eastern Desert.
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3.2 Procedures Used to Generate Products

1)

Geologic Map Mosaic of the ED

•

Scanned 1:500,000 Geologic Maps, each one was scanned as a single

piece at 300 dpi (dots per inch).
•

Collected GCP ' s in standard Coordinate System based on Map collar

information
o

Coordinate System: UTM, Zone 36.

o

Datum: WGS-84.

•

Registered maps based on GCP's.

•

Created cutlines for each map.

•

Mosaicked map images together with pixel spacing of 50 m
o

Collars removed by cutlines.

o

No color corrections made (variations m color exist between
original maps).

•

2)

Compressed mosaicked image.

Fault Traces

•

Used the geologic map mosaic that I generated, I digitized the fault

traces.
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3)

Landsat TM Mosaic of the ED
•

Acquired consistent clouds free Landsat TM Coverage of the ED (19

scenes of 7 raw multispectral band data).
•

Imported all scenes into ENVI

•

Computed Reflectance for each image based on acquisition parameters
o

Acquisition date.

o

Sun elevation angle.

o

Satellite Gain and Offset Parameters.

• Collected GCP's to geo-reference individual Landsat bands
o

NASA/Earthsat Geocover Images used as base map.

•

Projected Landsat scenes based on collected ground control points.

•

Created cutlines for each image.

•

Mosaicked Landsat images together into single image with pixel spacing

of30m.

4)

Mosaic of Landsat TM bands 2, 4, and 7

•

Loaded the reflectance TM bands 2, 4, 7 into ENVI.

•

Assigned the band 7 as red, band 4 as green and band 2 as blue.

•

Saved the image (the color composite) as ENVI format.
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5)

Landsat band ratio Mosaic of the ED
•

Imported TM reflectance images into ENVI.

•

Generated the band ratio image (5/4 x 3/4) from the reflectance band 5 and

band 4 images.
•

Generated the band ratio image (5/ 1) from the reflectance band 5 and band

I; images.
•

Generated the band ratio image (5/7) from the reflectance band 5 and band 7

images.
•

Projected Landsat scenes based on collected ground control points.

•

Collected cutlines for each image.

•

Mosaicked the each of the Landsat band ratio images together into single

image with pixel spacing of 30 m.
•

Generated a false color composite by assigning the blue color to the 5/4x3/4

image, the green color to the 5/1 image, and the red color to the 5/7 image.

6)

Spaceborne Imaging Radar-C band data (SIR-C data)
•

Imported or added the SIR-C scene in ENVI.

•

Geo-referenced the scene using Image to Map technique.

•

Used the latitudes and longitudes of the four comers as given in the header

file.
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7)

•

Warped the image and then save the image as GeoTiff format.

•

Repeated the above steps for all the scenes.

•

Finally, mosaicked all the scenes in ENVI.

Digital Elevation data for the ED
•

•

Acquired 58 Aster Level lA scenes covering ED

o

Strips of data acquired on same day.

o

Cloud free data where available.

o

14 Band, with resolution from I 5-90m depending on band.

Created new PCI project for all scenes

o

Set Projection and GCP projection
• UTM, ZONE 36, WGS-84.

•

Imported Bands 3N and 3B into PCI ( 15 m pixel resolution)

o

3N - Nadir looking Data.

o

3B - Back looking Data.

•

Stitched scenes collected in single swath into a single scene.

•

Collected GCP ' s for each pair of scenes (total of ~350 points)
o

NASA/Earthsat Geocover Images used as base map.

o

Z elevations supplied for each control point.

•

Collected tie points between adjacent image swaths.

•

Calculated Orbital Model for Satellite acquisition parameters.
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•

Performed Bundle Adjustment.

•

Created Epipolar images for each pair of images.

•

Extracted DEM from epipolar images.

•

Projected DEM based on x,y locations of GCP' s.

•

Filtered DEM to fill areas where stereo solution failed, and to get best edge

matching of strips.
•

Exported DEM to ENVI format.

•

Since I couldn ' t get the ASTER scenes for the southern ED, I used SRTM

(Shuttle Radar Topography Mission) 3 arc second(~ 90 m) dataset downloaded
from USGS website and mosaicked the SRTM data with the 60 m product
generated from ASTER data (http://srtm.usgs.gov/data/seamlesshelp.html).

8)

Coverage of stream networks derived from DEM data

•

I used the TOPAZ (Topographic Parameterization) technique to generate the

drainage network using Arclnfo software. TOPAZ is an automated digital
landscape analysis tool for topographic evaluation, drainage identificat~on,
watershed segmentation and sub catchments parameterization (Jensen et. al,
1988; Quinn et. al, 1991).
•

Two sets of stream networks were generated; one was generated from DEM

at a spatial resolution of 60 m. For ease (fast display) of display, another set was
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generated from DEM at a resolution of 180 m. This was accomplished by
resampling the 60 m DEM to 180 m resolution.

9)

Watershed boundaries derived from DEM data

•

As explained in the previous step, I used the TOP AZ technique to extract

the watershed boundaries (Jensen et. al, 1988; Quinn et. al, 1991).

10)

TRMM Precipitation Data

•

3 hourly data for ED for 5 years ( 1998-2002) were added in ENVI.

•

Used Raster math to add the cell values for all the data to generate the 5

years cumulative precipitation image.

11)

Welldata

•

For UNDP samples and Ministry data, I had the Lat/Long values (GPS data)

associated with the sample locations.
•

Incorporated these sample locations in the ArcGIS Desktop using display X,

Y data functionality.
•

I extracted the existing well data from Egyptian series 1:50,000 maps, by

digitizing all the wells in the entire ED as point features in ArcGIS.
12)

NOVI

•

Loaded band 4 and 3 in ENVI.
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•

Used band math to calculate (band 4 - band 3) / (band 4 + band 3).

•

Saved the image as a GeoTiff file format.

3.3 Information Extracted from Each of These Datasets

In this section, I will explain, some of the observations that were readily extracted from
the generated products. As is often the case, I resorted to the use of more than one
product to extract the information of interest. For example, the composition of the
surface at a particular location required examination of the geologic maps, the Landsat
TM bands, and the Landsat TM band ratio images. Identifying the location of faults
and shear zones often required the examination of the fault coverage (extracted from
the CONOCO map), the Landsat TM bands, and TM band ratios. Thus, it is important
to be able to analyze multiple data sets over the same area. This is enabled through the
use of GIS and ArcIMS technologies.

1)

Geologic Maps - The geologic maps display the rock units that crop on the

surface and the fault traces (intersection of faults with the surface) in the study area.
The compositional information extracted from the geologic maps was complemented
by inferences from the Landsat products. Structural information was extracted from
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geologic maps as well. For example, the coverage for the faults was extracted from the
digital geological maps.

2)

Fault Traces - Identifying the location of faults has important ramifications for

locating areas of high potentialities for groundwater exploration. There is a great deal
of interpretation associated with the extraction of the location of these faults. In this
coverage, all faults are grouped together. For example, the coverage does not give
direct information on the types/ages of rocks affected by the faulting, their mode of
formation (e.g. , accretionary or post-accretionary), and whether these faults were
reactivated at times subsequent to their formation. The coverage does not provide
distinctions between faults and shear zones. This information could provide additional
useful information in search for potential areas for groundwater exploration.
Nevertheless, this coverage has been used in conjunction with inferences from field and
Landsat data to locate faults , shear zones, and reactivated faults .

3)

Mosaics of individual Landsat TM bands 1 through 7 - I used the individual

reflectance images generated from the raw TM data to generate the Landsat TM (2, 4,
7) false color composite and the Landsat TM Ratio image.

4)

Landsat TM (2,4,7) - The standard Landsat TM has 7 bands, each 185 km by

185 km; six of which are acquired with broadband passes in the 0.4-2.34 µm
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wavelength region, and the seventh in the thermal infrared (10.4-12.5 µm). Visible and
reflected infrared image elements are 30 m across. The Landsat image was used for
several purposes such as comparison and rectification of the stream networks delineated
by using DEM. In addition, inferences from these images assisted in structural
interpretations. For example, sub-parallel ridges are readily identified from TM band
images and the presence of such ridges is one of the criteria used to delineate shear
zones.

5)

Landsat Band Ratio Image - A false color composite of Landsat TM scenes

was generated using the reflectance band ratio technique. Reflectance ratios have been
found to suppress spectral variations due to topography and grain size differences.
Certain TM band ratios also maximize discrimination of rock types found in the ED
(Sultan et al., 1986, 1987). The following compositional controls of the observed
spectra were outlined:

a.

Increasing amounts of spectrally opaque phases with low, flat spectral

reflectance (e.g., magnetite, ilmenite, and chromite) decrease the ratio of band 5 (1.55 1.75µm) to band 1 (0.45-0.52 µm);
b.

Increasing amounts of hydroxyl-bearing (e.g., serpentinite) with vibrational

absorptions in the TM band 7 wavelength region (2.08-2.35µm) increases the ratio of
band 5 to band 7; and
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c.

Increasing amounts of Fe-bearing aluminosilicates (e.g., hornblende) that absorb

in the band 4 wavelength region (0.76-0.9 µm) increases the product of the following
two TM ratios: band 5 to band 4 and band 3 (0.63-0.69 µm) to band 4.

The reflectance ratio data were integrated into one color digital mosaic. A portion of
this mosaic covering an area approximately 50 km on the side in the central ED is
shown in Fig. 3.11 . The 5/4x3/4 image was assigned the blue component, the 5/1
image was assigned the green component, and· the 5/7 image was assigned the red
component. Serpentinite with a high abundance of hydroxyl-and/or carbonate- bearing
minerals, opaque phases, and a low content of Fe-bearing aluminosilicates appear pure
red. Granitic rocks with low abundance of opaque phases, hydroxyl-bearing phases,
and Fe-bearing aluminosilicates appear green. Mafic rocks that are generally rich in Febearing aluminosilicates and spectrally opaque phases will have a blue color since the
ratio 5/4 x 3/4 will be high. Such distinctions are critical in many respects. For
example, one of the main criteria in identifying the shear zones within the basement is
the presence of serpentinites. The latter could be readily identified from band ratio
images.
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Figure 3.11. TM band ratio (5/4 X 3/4; 5/1, 5/7) images: Red:
Serpentinite; Green: Granite; Blue: Mafic rocks (Meatiq Dome).

Identification of shear zones and faults is very important in order to identify the
groundwater reservoirs in fractured basement. Rain water can potentially reside in
fractured domains (e.g. faults, shear zones) within the crystalline basement.
The definition of shear zones in the crystalline basement is of importance to
groundwater exploration. The basement rocks unlike the sedimentary rocks are massive
and have negligible porosity. Shear zones on the other hand, can induce porosity in
these rocks. The more the deformation, the greater the porosity. Since, shear zones by
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definition, are wide in comparison to faults, they are potentially a more significant
reservoir compared to faults.

Extensive shear zones were identified in the ED, which is part of the NSS of the
Arabian Shield. To map Najd shear zone in the ED, I adopted the criteria of Sultan et
al., (1993). These include:

Criterion 1 is the presence of lithologic discontinuities that are tens of meters (faults)
to hundreds of meters (shear zones) wide. Both faults and shear zones show offsets.
The sense of displacement can be detected from the change in direction of structural
trends and outcrop patterns of distinctive lithologies, as they approach the inferred
faults or ductile shear zone trace and less commonly by observing displacement of
distinctive lithologies across the discontinuity (Fig. 3 .12).

Criterion 2 is the presence of stretched outcrops, especially serpentinites, within the
inferred shear zones and along some of the fault traces, implying that deformation was
partly accommodated through ductile deformation (Fig. 3 .12).
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Figure 3. l 2a. Extraction of structural information ( shear zones, faults) from TM
band ratio images (Fawakhir area) (Sultan et al., 1988).

Figure 3.12b. Najd brittle faults and shear zones in Arabia (Ajjaj
Shear zone) (Sultan et al., 1988).
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Criterion 3 is the presence of sub-parallel topographic ridges within the ductile shear
zones, seen in individual TM band images.

These ridges are probably related to

differential weathering of compositionally different, sub-parallel lithologic units within
the shear zones (Fig. 3.13).

Criterion 4 is the presence of NW-trending outcrops predominantly controlled by
Najd-related folding as indicated by the spatial congruency between NW trending
outcrops observed on the Landsat data and areas occupied by Najd-related folds
extracted from geologic maps in Arabia (Delfour, 1979 and in the central ED (e.g., El
Shazly, 1964; Abdel-Khalek, 1980, Stem, 1981).

Criterion 5 is the presence of sinistral displacement along the shear zone (Delfour,
1979) (Fig. 3.12 b). The sense of displacement could be inferred from Landsat data as
well (Sultan et al. , 1988).

Intersection of these faults , fractures and shear zones within the areas of basement
complex are potentially areas for high groundwater potentiality. The intersection of
these discontinuities will enhance porosity and will create opportunities for
groundwater storage in the fractured basement rocks. In absence of these structural
elements, the basement rocks are massive rock units and do not provide a suitable
reservoir. For example, the existing well (green circle) (Fig. 3-14) is located at the
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Figure 3.13. Sub-parallel topographic ridges indicative of shear zones (Hafafit
shear zone).
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intersection of a N-S -trending shear zone and a E-W trending valley. The locations of
valleys are indicative of the whereabouts of faults or fracture zones.

6)

Spaceborne Imaging Radar-C band data (SIR-C data) - SIR-C is

instrumental for mapping subtle structural variations; such subtle variations are not
easily observed on Landsat TM images (Lillesand et al., 2004).

I used the SIR-C

dataset to locate the reactivated NW-trending sub vertical trending faults. These
reactivated faults are readily observed on figure 3.15.

7)

DEM 60 m data - The principle use of the digital elevation data is for the

delineation of watersheds and stream networks. Figure 3.16 shows the derived stream
network overlain onto a TM band 2, 4, 7 color composite. Notice the excellent
correlation between the DEM-derived channel network and the valleys observed on the
TM color composite.

8)

Coverage of stream networks derived from DEM data - I used stream

networks as one of the criteria for identifying the groundwater potentialities in an area
of interest. For example, I selected the location for a number of potential wells to
coincide with the outlets of major stream networks.
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Figure 3.14.Well location (green circle) at the
intersection of a N-S trending shear zone and an E-W
trending valleys (fracture/fault location).
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Figure 3.15. Re-activated NW Trending faults extracted
from SIR-C dataset.

Figure 3.16. Extraction of stream network from digital elevation data
(wadi Matula).
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9)

Watershed boundaries derived from DEM data - This dataset helped me to

identify the watersheds in the ED.

The delineation of the watersheds along with

precipitation extracted from the TRMM dataset was used to calculate the total amount
of precipitation over a particular watershed. In the selection of well locations for
groundwater exploration, wells were selected in watersheds receiving substantial rain.

10)

TRMM (5 years) precipitation data - As explained in the previous step, I used

the TRMM dataset to estimate the amount of precipitation in the watersheds of the ED.
This data set provides first order estimates for variations in precipitation across the
study area.

11)

Well Data (UNDP Field data, Ministry data, and Existing well data sets) -

Well samples were collected by researchers from the ESRS to obtain the isotopic
composition of water at various locations covering the ED. I used the isotopic
18

composition (o 0 & oH) to distinguish between the isotopically enriched water and
isotopically depleted water. The isotopic composition of the waters provides insights
into the origin of the water under investigation. As described earlier, existing well
datasets refer to the inventory of all the existing wells in the ED.

12)

NDVI - NDVI is a first order representation of the intensity of vegetation and

an indicator of the soil moisture. The application of this technique is more suited to
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areas where vegetation is considerable. In arid areas such as the ED, the use of this
index is complicated by the presence of a large proportion of exposed soil. The working
hypothesis is that areas that receive higher amounts of precipitation will have a
relatively higher index.

3.4 Generation of Web-Based GIS Using ArcIMS

All the datasets discussed in this chapter were loaded into the ArcIMS. This is a big
leap in the sense that these datasets can now be accessed by other researchers
throughout the world via internet at the same time. Applications of interdisciplinary
research in geological, hydrogeological sciences, and related fields often require
integration of a number of spatial data sets to enable a better understanding of the
relationships between these datasets. Thus, the web-based GIS serve an adequate
platform for researchers to address and to analyze the spatial data sets. In this section, I
will be addressing three important issues. Firstly, I will explain the actual procedure for
building my ArcIMS website (Fig. 3.17). Secondly, I will discuss the creation of
metadata for each of the datasets. Finally, I will describe the usage of, and the purpose
for, the development of custom made visualization tools.
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Figure 3.17. The Eastern Desert, IMS Website template.
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3.4.1 Web Based Design

Designing of website in ArcIMS requires three major steps: (1) authoring the service,
(2) administering the service, and (3) designing the service. Authoring the service
means to actually write the ArcXML code (as explained in Appendix I) to publish the
datasets on the website. I have included my entire ArcXML code which carries the map
information for all the datasets (Appendix III).

Administering the web site is accomplished in the ArcIMS administrator domain. As an
administrator, I conducted various functionalities (e.g. adding, removing, starting,
stopping, and refreshing the services) on routine basis. Adding and removing here
refers to adding or deleting ArcXML files in the administrator domain. Hence, there is
a one to one relation between the service and the XML file (every service has an XML
file in the administrator). Naturally, I had to conduct numerous changes to the XML
files throughout the development of the web-based GIS. This was accomplished by
refreshing the service corresponding to a particular XML file in order to implement
those changes. Depending on the availability of the publication rights, I controlled the
publication of various sectors of the web site without having to delete the files in
question. I designed the ArcIMS using the ArcIMS Designer. A detailed discussion on
procedures for building an ArcIMS website is given in the Appendix II.
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The ArcIMS comes with the standard set of tools such as navigation tools (pan, zoom
etc), feature query tools and other selection tools. To enhance data visualization, and
analysis, I generated custom tools including a Profile maker, a Stretch tool and a
Histogram generator, are discussed in the next section. For the GIS, Oracle 9i was
selected as the database engine. The database system was integrated with ArcGIS and
ArcIMS using ArcSDE. The SOE software is currently widely utilized by many
researchers in the integration of local GIS data sources with Internet data sources for
display, query, and analysis using a web browser (Koeppel, 2001).

3.4.2 Creation of Metadata

Metadata was created using standard ESRI FGDC format (as shown in the figure 3.18)
which contains spatial as well as non spatial information about a particular dataset.
Examples of the metadata include: the purpose of the dataset, dates of acquisition,
spatial reference, etc. The metadata for all the datasets were linked with the website,
such that if a user clicks on the hyperlinked layer name in the table of contents of the
website, it will open the corresponding metadata as a pop up window (figu re 3.19
shows the metadata window). An example of the metadata is shown in figure 3.18. The
figure shows the purpose of dataset, from where it was downloaded or extracted, and
spatial resolution and other relevant publication information.
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3.4.3 Data Visualization Tools Developed within ArcIMS

Profile Generator - The Profile Generator was developed to visualize variations across
a defined cross- section. For example, a user could apply the tool to a DEM to find the
direction of surface runoff, or to locate topographic depressions in valleys that could
represent potential recharge areas. Figure 3.20 shows a random cross-section between
the two selected points and figure 3.21 shows the generated topographic profile
between two points. Detailed Procedure for using the profile tool is given in Appendix
IV.

Stretch Tool - The Stretch tool was generated to stretch raster images to enhance the
contrast in raster image data. As is often the case, remote sensing datasets are generated
for large sectors of the globe. Hence, the dynamic range for the datasets is too large
compared to the variations observed in a subset of the image. Thus, a user is interested
in examining a small portion of the whole dataset, the default stretching is often not
optimum for examining the dynamic variations within that relatively smaller area. This
tool allows the user to define the range (min-max) values for stretching the image and
hence permits the user to observe clearly the local variations in brightness. Figures
3.22a and 3.22b show the unstretched and stretched DEM images for the same area,
respectively. Inspection of the figures shows that distinction of high (bright) from the
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low (dark) areas is easier on the stretched images. Detailed procedures for applying the
Stretch tool are given in Appendix IV.
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Fig 3.20. User defined cross-section on a DEM.
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Fig 3.21. Profile between two selected points.
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Figure 3.22 a). Unstretched DEM image.
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Fi gu re 3.22 b). Stretched DEM image.

Histogram Generation Tool - This tool was developed to generate a histogram for any
of the raster images on the fly. This is a simple utility for displaying a bar-graph
showing the proportion of pixels corresponding to specific brightness values within an
image. For example, it could be used to identify the proportion of areas that have
concentration of vegetation (high NDVI values), which are areas that are likely to have
high soil moisture content. Figure 3.23 shows the generated histogram data for a DEM
image. Procedure for using the Histogram tool is given in Appendix IV.
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Fig 3.23. Histogram for DEM data over a selected area of the
Eastern Desert.
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CHAPTER 4: MODELS FOR GROUNDWATER EXPLORATION

It should be clear by now that my approach is an interdisciplinary approach in which
inferences from remote sensing data are integrated with observations extracted from
other data sources such as geochemistry, field geology, drilling, geophysics, etc. Thus,
in this section I will explain my conceptual models (scenarios) for groundwater
exploration in the ED and explain how remote sensing and GIS technologies
contributed to this effort. I am targeting four different kinds of reservoirs to locate the
groundwater potentialities. I will discuss the selected criteria for locating each of the
targeted reservoirs. I will show that many of the selected criteria apply to existing wells
and hence such test cases are considered as models for selecting wells with similar
hydrologic settings.

4.1 Locating and Assessment of Nubian Aquifer Groundwater Residing in Shallow
Alluvial Aquifers
The Nubian aquifer system lies beneath a 2x106 km2 area of the hyperarid Western
Desert of Egypt and adjacent portions of Libya, Chad, and Sudan (Fig. 1.1). The
estimated groundwater volume (~5x104 km3 ) in the aquifer is equivalent to about 500
yr of Nile River discharge (Thorweihe et al., 2002). This precious resource is among
the largest of such aquifers and contains "fossil" groundwater; modern recharge is
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small compared to natural discharge and pumping for agricultural use (Thorweihe et al.,
2002). For a long time it was realized that the discharge from the Nubian aquifer occurs
in the lowlands or in the depressions of the Western desert of Egypt and of the Libyan
Desert as well. With time, it became clear that the discharge of the Nubian aquifer
groundwater is occurring on a much larger scale. Isotopic Analyses (8 180 & 8D) of
thermal waters that discharge at several locations along the Gulf of Suez indicated that
the waters are paleo-waters from the Nubian aquifer (Sturchio et al. , 1996). Similarly,
analyses conducted by UNDP research team for groundwater from the alluvial aquifers
east of the River Nile graben (in wadi Asyuti and wadi Matula) indicated that these
waters are paleo-water as well. The emerging picture here is that discharge is also
taking place along the deep and sub-vertical fault systems defining the River Nile
graben, and the Gulf of Suez graben as well (Fig. 4.1 ). Should these faults terminate at,
or define the distribution of, the relatively thick alluvial aquifers along the Gulf of Suez
or the River Nile graben, the rising Nubian aquifer groundwater will flow through these
shallow aquifers before discharging ultimately into the Nile or the Gulf.

In the ED a number of these faults were identified using geophysical data and utilizing
information extracted from drilling. In wadi Asyuti, investigations (by UNDP research
team) showed that most of the groundwater now residing in shallow alluvial aquifers is
Nubian fossil groundwater that must have ascended via high angle fault systems that
define the Nile graben, or more likely via these faults where they
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Figure 4.1. E-W-trending cross section showing the Nile and Gulf of Suez grabens.
The grabens are defined by high angle deep-seated fault systems. The basement is
overlain (pink) by Nubian Sandstone (yellow), followed by Eocene limestone
(Green) and shale (brown) (RIGW, 1994).

intersect fault systems of different orientations. Specifically, discharge of the fossil
groundwater is commonly observed where NW-trending fault systems intersect with
the NE-trending faults.

Validation of this hypothesis in wadi Asyuti comes from

geophysical and from drilling data that indicated the presence of three major NW
trending faults in the wadi (RIGW, 1994). The presence of these NW-trending faults
can be readily inferred from Landsat data and from SIR-C data as well. The faults of
wadi Asyuti lie along the projected extension of NW lineaments observed on the
adjacent mountains (Fig. 4.2). These NW-trending faults/lineaments are not restricted
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to wadi Asyuti but are common in the proximity of the Nile and Gulf of Suez areas. For
example, Fig. 3.16 is a SIR-C image that shows the distribution of these lineaments
over tens of km, east and west of the River Nile. These NW-trending lineaments
intersect wadi Asyuti. The latter is defined by high angle NE-trending faults. Evidence
for recent movements on NE-trending faults in wadi Asyuti were observed.
Displacements of upto 10 m were detected in alluvial sediments on either side of NE
trending lineaments within the wadi. These faults are here interpreted as reactivated
Precambrian faults. The NW-trending faults are part of the Najd fault system, one of
the largest Neoproterozoic transcurrent fault systems (Abu Zeid, 1984; and Stem,
1985), and the NE faults are likely to be reactivated collision-related tectonic fabrics. It
has been shown that the dominant collision-related fabrics in the Arabian-Nubian
Shield are predominantly N-S or NE-SW oriented (Moore, 1979).

As described earlier (Chapter 3), SIR-C data is quite sensitive to subtle topographic
variations due to multiple reflections of the radar signal.

Because of the high cost

involved in the acquisition of geophysical or drilling data. I restricted my analysis in
this stage to the examination of isotopic data for the investigated groundwater samples,
published subsurface data ( e.g., composition, thickness, structure) where available, and
the satellite data (e.g. , Landsat, DEM, SIR-C).
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Figure 4.2. Landsat TM image for the Wadi Asyuti area and surroundings drapped
on digital topography. Upper right inset: Asyuti watershed with network of
channels flowing from Red Sea Hill towards the Nile River Valley; main rock
units are Quaternary alluvial deposits (yellow) and Tertiary Limestone. Lower
right inset: cross section along traverse A-A' (simplified from RIGW, (1993).
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There is reason to believe that the shallow groundwater in the Asyuti area is meteoric in
origin. The groundwater table in the area is relatively shallow (<100 m), whereas the
Nubian Sandstone aquifer is more than 1 km deep. The isotopic composition of the
groundwater turned out to be depleted, compositionally similar to that of the Nubian
aquifer in the Western Desert (Fig 4.3). The isotopic compositions of our samples from
wadi Asyuti and Matula confirmed the suggestion that the confined deep Nubian
aquifer groundwater ascend to near surface levels by accessing deep seated sub-vertical
faults in the proximity of the River Nile and ultimately reside in the alluvial sediments
flooring Wadi Asyuti. Water samples collected from wells tapping the Nubian aquifer
in the Western Desert, are highly depleted in 8D and 8 180. For example, the isotopic
compositions (8D & 8 180) of the Nubian aquifer samples in the Western Desert range
from -72 to -81 %0 and -10.6 to -11.9%0, respectively (Sultan et al., 1997). During wet
climatic periods, the Saharan fossil waters show progressive depletions in 8D and 8 180
from west to east. From west to east and along a 4000 km transect Saharan fossil waters
vary from 8D = -20%0 (west) to -80%0 (east) (Joseph et al. , 1992). These observed
isotopic depletions for the Nubian groundwater in Egypt, when examined in the context
of stable isotopic data for fossil groundwater throughout North Africa, were interpreted
to indicate progressive condensation of water vapor from wet oceanic air masses
traveling across wide stretches of the continent. The condensate preferentially
concentrates the heavier isotopes (8D & 8 180), so that the remaining water vapor and
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the ram derived from it became progressively lighter in isotopic composition with
increasing distance from the coast (Sonntag et al., 1978; Sultan et al., 1997).
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Figure 4.3. The isotopic compositions (8D) of the samples in
the Asyuti Basin.
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Nubian aquifer groundwater is fossil groundwater and in this respect is a non
renewable resource. Having said that, these waters ascend to the near surface, discharge
into the alluvial aquifers and ultimately into the River Nile or the underlying aquifer. If
we were to intercept these waters before they make it to the River Nile and at a rate that
does not disrupt the existing steady state groundwater flow regime, we would probably
attain sustainable exploitation of this groundwater resource.

The criteria that were used in the definition of these reservoirs are as
follows:

(1) Isotopic compositions similar to those of paleo-water in the ED (Fig. 4.3).
The more depleted the isotopic compositions are, the larger the proportion
of the fossil water in the investigated groundwater.
(2) Thick alluvial deposits found in valleys proximal to the Nile graben (Fig.
4.4). The general rule is the closer to the Nile or the Gulf, the thicker the
aquifer.
(3) Intersecting high angle fault systems (NW-trending and NE-trending)
bounding alluvial sediments (Fig. 4.5).

Intersecting faults will induce

porosity and facilitate the rise of groundwater.
(4) The lower the surface elevation, the shallower the well, and the lesser the
expenses involved in drilling.
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Using these criteria, I have identified a coverage (areas in yellow in figure 4.5) that
shows the distribution of the areas encompassing alluvial aquifers that are likely to be
recharged by ascending Nubian aquifer groundwater.
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Figure 4.4. Cross-section along the wadi Asyuti
showing increasing thickness of alluvium towards
the River Nile.
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Figure 4.5. Predicted distribution of alluvial aquifers
(yellow hachuring) that are likely to be recharged by
ascending Nubian aquifer groundwater.
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4.2 Locating Meteoric Groundwater Reservoirs in Fractured Basement Rocks

Sporadic precipitation over the Red Sea Hills is channeled as surface runoff and sub
surface groundwater flow. The runoff flows into a network of valleys and drains into a
few major valleys and ultimately drains toward the River Nile or the Red Sea. Some of
this precipitation does not make it to the surrounding water bodies (River Nile or the
Red Sea) because throughout its journey (as surface runoff and groundwater flow in the
alluvial sediments flooring the valleys), it gets trapped within underlying highly
fractured basement reservoirs. In this section, I describe methodologies for locating
reservoirs in fractured basement.

Areas within the basement complex, where a number of faults, fractures, or shear zones
intersect are potentially areas for high groundwater potentiality. The intersection of
these discontinuities will enhance porosity and will create conditions favorable for
groundwater storage in fractured basement rocks. Because shear zones by definition,
are wide in comparison to faults, they are potentially a more significant reservoir
compared to faults.

In absence of these structural elements, the basement rocks are

massive rock units and do not provide a suitable reservoir.
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The criteria for locating these faults and shear zones using satellite imagery have been
discussed earlier (Chapter 3) and are described in detail in Sultan et al., (1988). The
location of these structural discontinuities, especially shear zones, and the areas where
they intersect is critical to the identification of potential productive wells. For example,
in Sheikh El Shazly area, productive wells were constructed at the location marking the
intersection of wadis or fault systems (Fig. 4.6).

Figure 4.6. Sheikh El Shazly wells at the intersection of fault

systems.
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The presence of intersecting structural discontinuities is not the sole criteria that I used
for locating areas of high ground potentiality within the basement complex. There are a
number of additional criteria. These criteria are demonstrated in the Fawakhir well (Fig.
4.7); the most productive well in the basement complex of the ED. This area has a welldeveloped drainage network across a large area within the crystalline basement (~ 150
km 2) ; within this watershed. The valleys are narrow and are floored by minimal alluvial
deposits (around 3% of the watershed surface area). This minimizes losses to
evaporation, evapo-transpiration, and ponding. In other words, the initial losses in this
case are minimal. The well is located at the intersection of the main valley draining the
entire watershed and a major shear zone, the Atalla shear zone. The Atalla shear zone
extends in a NW-SE direction to the west of the Fawakhir granite (Figure 4.7). Within
the shear zone, NW-trending outcrop patterns and dismembered ophiolitic rocks (e.g.,
ultramafics: red areas and mafics: blue areas on figure 4.7) are prominent. The well was
apparently selected at a location where the valley constricts and kinks. As the valley
constricts, the groundwater column increases and as it kinks, the groundwater flow is
reduced promoting deposition of sediments and facilitating recharge of the underlying
fractured basement.

These are conditions conducive for reservoir development. In

search for areas of high groundwater potentiality within the basement complex we
should not expect to identify all of these features in every prospect area.
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Figure 4.7. Fawakhir well location (blue circle),
stream lines (black), Atallah shear zone (marked by
two blue lines showing the direction of shear zone).
Top False color composite from TM bands 2,4,7.
Bottom TM band ratio image (5/4 X 3/4, 5/1, 5/7),
Red: serpentinites, green: granites, blue: mafics.
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4.3 Locating and Assessment of Alluvial Aquifers Recharged by Modem Meteoric
Precipitation

There are a number of criteria that one could use to identify the locations of alluvial
aquifers that would have high groundwater potentiality of meteoric origin. These
locations could be readily extracted from the data compiled on the web-based GIS as
shown in figure 4.8. The criteria include:

1. Alluvial aquifers underlying mam streams that collect surface runoff from a
relatively large watershed. For example, wadi Tarfa collects precipitation from an area
extending approximately 250 km in length and 50 km in width. The majority of this
water ends up being channeled as surface runoff at the outlets of wadi Tarfa towards the
River Nile and as groundwater flow in the alluvial aquifer flooring this valley. Thus,
groundwater exploration at the outlet of wadi Tarfa could be advantageous.

2. Substantial precipitation over the watershed in consideration. There are very few and
scattered rain gauges across the ED. Most of these gauges are either in the Nile Valley
or along the Red Sea Coast line. This is problematic because the majority of the rain
precipitates on the Red Sea Hills. It has been shown that precipitation occurring in the
lowlands represent a small fraction of the precipitation over the adjacent mountains. For
this purpose I used precipitation data from the TRMM that provides hourly and 3hourly data over the study data. TRMM is a continuous satellite-based precipitation
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data over the past 8 years ( 1998-2005). Figure 4.9 show that wadi Tarfa received
relatively high amounts (150 mm) of precipitation over a period of five years (19982002).

3. The isotopic composition (8 180 & 8D) of groundwater extracted from these alluvial
sediments should be similar to those of modem meteoric precipitation (see Fig 4.10).
The Landsat figure shows the location of the groundwater samples at the outlet of wadi
Tarfa watershed and the surrounding basins. All of the samples from the outlet of wadi
Tarfa and surrounding valleys have compositions indicative of meteoric origin and
subsequent evaporation. The samples plot along an evaporation line for rain
compositions similar to that of the Sidi Baraani precipitation.

4. The relatively young age of the investigated groundwater in question as attested by
the presence of tritium in the investigated samples. Tritium activities (Fig. 4.11)
showed that the time of infiltration of most of the groundwater samples in the wadi
Tarfa and surroundings area was within the past 45 years (Sultan et al., 2000).
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Figure 4.8. False color Landsat TM image showing the location of groundwater
samples from the outlet of wadi Tarfa and surrounding valleys. Shown also are the
geochemical and isotopic data for these samples.
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Figure 4.9. TRMM cumulative precipitation (1998-2002) for the
wadi Tarfa watershed and surroundings.
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Figure 4.11. Tritium in groundwater samples from the
outlet of wadi Tarfa and the surrounding wadis.

4.4 Locating Meteoric Groundwater Reservoirs Related to Dyke Swarms

Dykes, like the shear zones, are very common in the fractured crystalline basement of
the ED. Depending on their orientation with respect to the hydraulic gradient, dykes
can act as barriers to groundwater flow (Babiker et al., 2004). Groundwater driven to
low permeability dykes are forced to accumulate at the intersection of these dykes with
the main valleys. The groundwater could conceivably flow along the margins of the
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dykes and discharge as springs. A sketch diagram showing a conceptual model for
groundwater obstruction by intersecting dykes is shown in figure 4.12.

I used color composites of single Landsat TM bands ( e.g., bands 2, 3 or 4) and Landsat
TM band ratio image (5/4x3/4, 5/1, 5/7) to identify the location of dykes. I targeted the
areas where dykes intersect drainage networks at high angles, preferably the areas
where the dykes are perpendicular to the wadis.

Many of the ED dykes have considerable thickness (tens of meters thick) and can be
traced for long distances (km to tens of km). Because many of the dykes in the study
area are transverse to the general hydraulic gradient, they intercept the groundwater
flow in the wadi-filled alluvial aquifers and act as dams. The size of the drainage
pattern intercepted by a particular dyke may ultimately determine the amount of
intercepted water. The larger the watershed the greater the volume of water intercepted
by the dyke. Figure 4.13 shows a single dyke, approximately, 30 m wide, extending for
15 km in length and cross cutting two main wadis (wadi Abu-Zawal and wadi Umm
Taghir). Two wells/springs (Bir Addub and Bir Umm Duqal) are observed at the
intersection of the dyke with the wadi Abu Zawal and wadi Umm Taghir respectively.
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Figure 4.12. Schematic presentation of groundwater accumulation related to
interception of groundwater flow by dykes (Babiker et al., 2004).
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The criteria that were used in the definition of these reservoirs are:

(1) Intersecting dyke and structural discontinuity (faults defining wadis) at
high angle and preferably at right angles.
(2) Large drainage networks. The larger the drainage network, the greater the
amount of water flowing through the system and eventually trapped at the
intersection of a dyke with a valley.
(3) Isotopic composition of groundwater similar to that of modern
precipitation.
(4) Thick, long, and impermeable dykes that intercept wadis can impede and
obstruct groundwater flow in the alluvial sediment filling the wadis.
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Figure 4.13. Example of existing wells (circled pink circles) tapping
groundwater residing in alluvial reservoirs generated by a dyke
(outlined by arrows) intercepting the groundwater flow.
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CHAPTER 5: RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In the preceding chapters, I demonstrated features that are shared by many of the
existing wells in the ED. Specifically, four types of reservoirs could be identified. For
each of the postulated reservoirs types, I explained the characteristics shared by wells
of each group. The four types of reservoirs that were identified are: (1) Nubian aquifer
groundwater residing in shallow alluvial aquifers, (2) meteoric groundwater reservoirs
in fractured basement rocks, (3) alluvial aquifers recharged by modern meteoric
precipitation, and (4) meteoric groundwater reservoirs related to dyke swarms. For each
of these groups, I defined a set of criteria (e.g., geochemical, morphologic, lithologic)
to enable the identification of the wells that belong to a particular group.

In this chapter, I use the characteristics shared by wells of the same group and the
criteria identified in Chapter 4 to locate potential locations for prospective wells across
the entire ED. It should be understood that these selections should be subject to further
investigations such as geophysical methods and ultimately drilling. Results are here
presented in a Table format, one table for each group of wells (Tables 5.1-5.4). The
tables outline the location of the selected sites for each of the four reservoir types
together with quantitative and qualitative measures describing to which degree a
particular criterion is met. Such measures could serve as a guide if a prioritization
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scheme is adopted for subsequent geophysical or drilling investigations. The
distribution of the wells is presented in figure 5. l a and 5.1 b.

5.1 Fossil Water Aquifer: Locating Alluvial Reservoirs Recharged by Nubian Aquifer
Groundwater
Most of the selected potential wells in this caregory are found near the Nile valley
(west) or near the Red Sea coastline (east) (orange dots on figures 5.1 and 5.2). As
described in the previous chapter, fossil groundwater ascends via highly fractured areas
along intersecting high angle fault systems.

Specifically, discharge of the fossil

groundwater is commonly observed where NW-trending fault systems intersect with
NE trending faults. Large sectors of the Gulf of Suez and the River Nile grabens are
defined by, or intercepted by, these two fault systems. In search for these intersecting
fault systems, I restricted my analysis to the areas proximal to the Gulf of Suez or the
River Nile grabens, where the alluvial sediments are likely to be the thickest.

I

searched for evidence for the presence of major intersecting fault systems in these areas
using the criteria identified in Chapter 3. The presence of a thick alluvial aquifer will
create conditions for aquifer development and storage of the rising groundwater. I used
the proximity of the alluvial aquifer to the River Nile or the Suez Canal to infer the
thickness of the alluvial aquifers in question. The general rule is the closer an alluvial
aquifer is to the Nile or to the Gulf, the thicker the aquifer is likely to be.
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Figure 5.1.a. Selected well locations for groundwater exploration
over the Eastern Desert of Egypt. Also, shown are the locations and
the names of the wadis in which these wells are located. Background:
Landsat TM band 4 scene.
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Figure 5.1.b. Selected well locations for groundwater exploration
over the Eastern Desert of Egypt. Also, shown are the locations
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Background: Streams Network.
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However, it is understood that this is a generalization and is not valid every where. I
used SIR-C dataset along with the Landsat TM band 2,4,7 color composite image to
delineate these faults. Digital elevation data was also used to test for vertical
displacement on either side of lineaments. In locating these types of reservoirs, I also
targeted areas of low surface elevation. The lower the elevation, the shallower the well,
and the cheaper the drilling expense is likely to be. A better criterion would have been
depth to water table. Unfortunately, there are no regional hydrogeologic maps for the
entire ED to enable the derivation of such surfaces. Approximately 70% of selected
well sites had surface elevations of less than 100 m (a.s.1) and the rest of them had
surface elevations between l 00 m to 200 m (a.s.l). I also used as an additional criterion:
the presence of proximal groundwater wells with similar hydrologic and geologic
settings and with depleted isotopic (8 180 & 8D) signatures. A few of the selected sites
are displayed in figure 5.2, a subset of figure 5.1 , covering an area in the proximity of
the River Nile basin. The figure displays NE-trending valleys and intersecting NW
trending grabens. The valleys are floored by alluvial sediments that appear as brighter
domains on these images. The selected wells (orange circles) are located in areas where
these fault systems intersect. These areas were mapped as hachured areas on Figure 5.2
& 5.3. Preferences were made for locating wells within these domains based on the
local geology, inferences from satellite data, and the degree to which each site met the
predetermined criteria for selections. Similarly, wells were selected along the Gulf of
Suez and in the northern Red Sea area using the same procedures. Table 5.1 shows the
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geographic coordinates of the selected fossil water wells, ground surface elevation in
the selected area, inferences pertaining to the thickness of the alluvial aquifer, and a
statement for the presence or absence of the intersecting fault systems. In this category,
thirty three wells were identified in the ED. Figure 5.1 shows the distribution of the
selected wells in the proximity of the River Nile. Specifically, wells were identified in
wadi El-Asyuti, wadi Qena, wadi El-'Itmaniya, wadi Qasab in the proximity of the
River Nile. A few locations were identified as far as 40 km from the Nile along wadi
El-Matula. Despite the relatively large distance from the Nile, the selection of the latter
wells was guided by the presence of groundwater showing depleted isotopic
compositions in the proximity (Fig. 5.2). For example, the 8D value for groundwater
samples was found to be in the range from -52 to -58

%0

and the 80 18 value ranged

from - 5 to -7 %0. Figure 5.3 also shows the distribution of wells in the proximity of the
Gulf of Suez. I identified 16 potential well locations for groundwater exploration in
wadi Ghweibba (1 well), wadi Irkas (2 wells), wadi Abu Kheleifi (2 wells), wadi
Hawashiya (2 wells), wadi Umm Arta (1 well), wadi Suff El Dib (2 wells), wadi Abu
Had (1 well), wadi Abu- Marwa (3 wells), wadi Bali (1 well).
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Figure 5.2. Selected well locations for fossil groundwater
residing in shallow alluvial aquifers. Wells are located at the
intersection of NW and NE faults near the River Nile.
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Figure 5.3. Selected well locations for fossil groundwater
residing in shallow alluvial aquifers.Wells are located at the
intersection of NW and NE faults near the Gulf of Suez
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5.2 Fractured Basement Aquifer: Locating Meteoric Groundwater Reservoirs in
Fractured Basement Rocks

More than 60% of the wells I identified in this category were found in the Central ED
and the remaining 40% were found in the Northern and Southern EDs combined
(Figure 5 .1) despite the fact that the area covered by the crystalline basement in the
Northern and Southern EDs is three to four times that of the Central ED (EGPC a
through h, 1987;). This is not surprising given the fact that the Central ED is the site for
extensive brittle and ductile deformation associated with the Najd Shear System (Abu
Zeid, 1984; Stem, 1985; Sultan et al. , 1993). Three of the four major zones of the Ajjaj
Shear Zone in Arabia extend into the Central Eastern as the Hamrawin, Sibai and
Hafafit shear zones, whereas only one minor shear zone (Beitan) extends into the South
ED (Fig. 2.3). More than 60% of the selected basement wells are located within these
four major shear zones and their surroundings. In Chapter 3, I explained the criteria
used to identify the shear zones and in Chapter 4, I discussed the criteria used to define
the groundwater potentialities in the Precambrian. Using these two sets of criteria, I
mapped the distribution of shear zones and identified 67 potential locations for
groundwater exploration in the basement of ED. These wells are plotted on Figure 5.1
and are summarized in Table 5.2.

To target wells in this category, I identified intersecting structural discontinuities,
specifically shear zones and faults . The development of shear zones result in extensive
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deformation of the country rocks, fracturing, dismembering, and dislocation of rock
units .

Such deformation increases porosity, so does the dissolution of carbonates

commonly associated with serpentinites in the ED. Many (34 of 67) of the selected
shear zone-related wells are located within serpentinite outcrops. Wells located within
shear zones decorated with dismembered serpentinite outcrops are hereby assumed to
have a relatively high porosity (Table 5.2). I also examined the size of the network
draining into each of the selected locations. The larger the network, the greater the
runoff volume. The selected wells drain watersheds ranging in area from less than 1
km 2 to 1600 km 2 and averaging approximately 270 km2 in size. I looked for the

presence of sharp diversions in the directions of valleys (kinks). These kinks reduce the
runoff flow velocity and hence promote recharge of the under! ying alluvial aquifers and
promote deposition of alluvial sediments carried by the flow. In other words, sharp
kinks in valleys can promote the development of aquifers. The presence of extensive
alluvial sediments in a watershed can increase the initial losses. An increase in the latter
would translate into reduced runoff reaching a watershed outlet. I computed the areal
extent of the alluvial sediments to that of the total area of a watershed (percent alluvial).
The computed values ranged from 0 to 62 % with an average of 14%. The lower the
percent, the lesser the initial losses, and the greater the runoff and recharge. Finally, I
used the cumulative precipitation data over the study area to investigate the spatial
patterns of precipitation across the investigated watershed. The greater the precipitation
over a watershed, the greater the runoff and recharge. Cumulative precipitation was
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extracted from 5 years (1998-2002) TRMM datasets. Over this time period, total
precipitation ranged from 1.6 to 22.2 mm with the highest values (120 mm) over the
southern parts of the ED. For precipitation values, I selected arbitrary cut off values to
classify precipitation across the ED into three categories: high (>10 mm), medium
(>5mm, <10mm), and low (5<mm).

Figure 5.1 displays all 67 wells that fall under this category and Figure 5.4, shows a
subset of this area covering the Meatiq dome, the Fawakhir Granite, the Atalla and
Hamrawin shear zones. The figure shows a number of the suggested well locations and
the sub-watersheds drained by the individual wells (e.g., Well ID= 16, 1, 3, 66, 68). At
this scale (Fig. 5.4), it is difficult to locate shear zones with certainty and to precisely
select well locations. Figure 5.5 is a subset of figure 5.4 covering the postulated
northern extension of the Atalla Shear Zone. Note that two wells (ID= 1 and ID= 16)
were selected on the northern extension of the shear zone within the dismembered
serpentinite outcrops (red areas in figure 5.5a) outcrops. As described earlier,
serpentines are prone to deformation and to dissolution. Note that the location of well 1
coincides with a kink in the wadi (Fig.5.5b). Table 5.2 lists the geographic location (lat,
long) of the selected wells, area occupied by the watershed drained by the individual
wells, area of the alluvial sediments within the individual watersheds, percent area
covered by alluvium within the watersheds, type of structural discontinuity (fault shear
zone, fault/fault), and the amount (high, medium, low) of precipitation over the
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investigated watersheds, inferred porosity and the presence or absence of obstructed
flow (initiated by kinks in the wadi).

5.3 Alluvial Sediment Aquifer: Locating Alluvial Aquifers Recharged by Modem
Meteoric Precipitation

In the selection of wells that belong to this group, one should try to identify the well
locations along the outlets of the major watersheds that drain towards the River Nile.
Because the outlets of the majority of these watersheds are proximal to the River Nile
and the alluvial aquifers flooring these watersheds thicken towards the River Nile, the
majority of our suggested well locations are proximal to the Nile. In the selection of
the potential well locations, I identified locations along the main valleys where the
valley 's width is relatively narrow. The rational behind this is that the narrower the
valley, the thicker the water column in the alluvial sediments. Once the valley widens,
the groundwater within the narrow valley will spread out forming a relatively thin water
column that is of limited use when it comes to groundwater utilization. Other criteria
that were used include the size of the drainage network. The larger the size of the
drainage network, the more the precipitation accumulated within the watershed, and the
greater the volume of runoff and the amount of recharge. The selected outlets drained
watersheds of sizes ranging from 700 km 2 to 74,000 km 2 . Only large watersheds were
targeted.
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Figure 5.4. Group of wells identified along the Hamrawin shear
zone, Atalla shear zone and surroundings. Background: Landsat
TM band ratio image.
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Figure 5.5.a. Subset of figure 5.4 showing a detailed view for
the postulated extension of the Atalla shear zone. Also shown
are the locations of wells 1 and 16.
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Figure 5.5.b. Landsat TM band 2 for the area covered by figure 5.5a.
Well 1 is located in an area of obstructed flow due to the presence of a
kink along the wadi.
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Thus, all the watersheds that are less than 200 km in size were ignored. I also
computed the percent area of alluvial sediments in the selected watersheds. The
computed areas ranged from 4 to 42 % with an average percent area of 25%. I
examined the cumulative TRMM precipitation (5 years) over the selected watersheds.
The larger the precipitation, the greater the runoff and recharge. Watersheds in the SW
portion of ED receive relatively larger amounts of precipitation.

I selected 14 potential locations for groundwater exploration. Figure 5.6 displays all 14
wells that belong to this category and the subwatersheds they drain. These wells are
found at the outlets of wadi Muathil, wadi El-Sheikh, wadi Tarfa, wadi El-Bustan, wadi
Qena, wadi Madamud, wadi Abbad, wadi Sillim, wadi Shait, wadi El- Kharit, wadi
Dihmit and wadi El- Allaqi respectively. In addition to the main outlet within each of
the major watersheds, I also identified a number of potential well locations within the
constituent subwatersheds. Figure 5.7 shows a subset of figure 5.6 over wadi Qena. The
figure shows two potential well locations that drain the main sub-watersheds for wadi
Qena. Similarly, other wells could be identified within remaining watersheds of this
category.
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Figure 5.6. Potential locations for wells in alluvial
sediment aquifers that are being recharged by the
precipitation over the larger watersheds. Background:
Landsat TM 2-4-7.
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Figure 5.7. Subset of Figure 5.6, showing the Qena
watershed and the Stream networks in the area. Also,
shown are two potential wells draining subwatershed
within the Qena watershed.
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5.4 Dyke Related Aquifer: Locating Meteoric Groundwater Reservoirs Related to Dyke
Swarms

Inspection of the geological maps for Egypt (EGPC a through h, 1987) indicates the
presence of prominent dyke swarms running parallel to one another and crosscutting
the basement complex. Some of these dykes predate the deformation and other
postdates the deformation. The ones that predate deformation re-orient as they approach
structural discontinuities (shear zones). The dykes that postdate deformation cross cut
the lithologic and structural fabrics.

Examples of the latter type of dykes are the

younger dykes associated with the Red Sea opening. Some of the Precambrian dykes
are also post-tectonic. Examples include the Precambrian dykes associated with posttectonic granitic plutons. The North ED is characterized by bi-modal (felsic and mafic)
volcanics and compositionally similar associated bimodal dykes (Stem, 1985).
Generally, dykes are fine-grained in texture. To identify these dykes I used the TM
band ratio images and single TM bands as well. Most of the ED dykes are several km
long (sometimes upto 20 km) and they generally have an average thickness of
approximately 30 m. I could readily identify the dykes on these images by locating
subparallel and compositionally similar linear features that crosscut various lithologies.
I used the criteria listed in Chapter 4 for locating potential reservoirs of this type. I
identified 23 potential locations in the ED. These wells are plotted on figure 5.1 and are
summarized in table 5.4.
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To identify these wells, I located dykes of considerable length and width and pin
pointed the locations where these dykes intersect the valleys. I restricted my selections
to dykes that intersect the valleys at high angles and preferably perpendicular to the
valley. This configuration is advantageous for damming purposes. I also targeted dykes
with substantial length and width. The longer the length and the wider the dyke, the
more likely it will act as a dam. The observed length of the selected dykes in the ED
varied from 3 to 20 km. I also examined the size of the network draining into the
selected dyke location. The larger the network, the greater the runoff and larger the
volume of groundwater trapped behind the dyke. The selected wells drain watersheds
ranging in area from 10 km2 to 3600 km2 and average approximately 100 km2. As
explained in the previous section, the presence of extensive alluvial sediments in a
watershed can increase the initial losses. An increase in the latter would translate into
reduced runoff reaching the dammed location. I computed the percent surface area of
the alluvial sediments within a watershed to the total area of the watershed (percent
alluvial). The computed values ranged from 0 to 40 % with an average of 14%. Finally,
I used the cumulative precipitation data over the study area to compare the spatial
patterns of precipitation over the selected watersheds. The observed precipitation values
ranged from a minimum of 2 mm to 54 mm over the span of 5 years (1998-2002).
Figure 5.8 shows a NW-SE trending dyke swarm that cross cuts various lithologic units
and drainage patterns. The figure shows two potential well locations (Well ID 73 and
167- Table 5.3) for groundwater exploration where the dykes intersect the valleys at
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high angles and drain sub-watersheds of considerable size. For example, Well 167
drains a sub-watershed that covers an area approximately 180 km2 .

V
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Figure 5.8. Potential locations for two wells (73 and 167)
related to NW-SE trending dyke swarms. Also, shown are the
streams and their respective subwatersheds. Background:
Landat TM ratio image.
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Table 5.1 Selected wells targeting Nubian aquifer groundwater residing in shallow
alluvial aquifers
WELL
ID
LONGITUDE
IS
43
44
45
46
47
49

so

SI
80
81
82
83
124
125
128
129
130
131
132

181

182
183
184
185
186
187
189

188

190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
208
209
210
211
219
220
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220

30
31
31
32
30
31
32
31
32
32
32
32
32
33
33
33
33
32
33
33
32
32
32
33
33
33
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
31
30
30
32
32
32
3I
32
32
32
32
33
33
33
32
32
32
32

56'4.84"
24'2.43"
35'32.66"
2'51.00"
58'21.93"
4'58.62"
5'6.70"
58'50.61"
2'12.48"
51'43.40"
48'40.06"
49'5.52"
50'15.78"
14'39.92"
I 5'54.80"
27'21.02"
19'12.82"
40'46.25"
30'39.96"
32'9.81"
33'41.23"
36'53.71"
19'58.64"
26'46.20"
IO'SS.88"
13'41.56"
23'14.42"
21'3.13"
20'58.04"
18'16.87"
19'5.20"
18'19.65"
17'11.92"
15'47.67"
17'26.61"
14'4.50"
14'37.91"
15'17.15"
13'3.65"
11'50.81"
10'15.73"
8'56.96"
9'12.16"
34'34.65"
37'16.08"
33'29.45"
56'2.33"
56'44.74"
7'2.71"
7'57.06"
8'30.46"
50'29.94"
48'21.89"
52'3.77"
26'58.39"
21'24.43"
10'49.86"
17'52.75"
2'18.IO"
56'21.84"
44'4.I I"
45'45.80"
48'3l.lS"

LATITUDE
28
27
26
26
27
27
26
26
26
28
28
28
28
27
27
27
27
28
27
27
29
29
29
27
28
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
26
26
26
27
27
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
25
25
25
25
26
25
25

20'44.22"
I 7'52.36"
52'59.54"
20'39.2 I"
30'48.89"
19'39.87"
22'55.28"
20'8.91"
19'41.68"
34'36.69"
45'50.09"
44'45.49"
41'29.02"
49'49.28"
51'53.94"
34'18.39"
41'59.45"
25'23.86"
32'52.31"
3I '38.37"
2'32.27"
3'59.38"
39'36.60"
17'29.04"
0'18.45"
47'59.80"
17'23.85"
15'13.90"
14'22.68"
I 1'47.29"
12'34.85"
11'18.09"
11'19.35"
15'17.39"
15'40.53"
16'55.28"
17'24.93"
17'56.74"
18'13.85"
18'37.97"
19'2.83"
19'31.03"
20'4I . I 7"
52'42.44"
53'35.07"
52'17.04"
38'22.27"
34'35.69"
15'59.34"
17'10.80"
15'21.21"
32'42.01"
8'23.80"
25'50.99"
11'3 I. 75"
9'9.43"
51'6.94"
51'46.52"
53'28.27"
56'39.52"
17'37.06"
40'48.85"
44'56.81"

ALLUVIAL
SEDIMENTS
THIN
THICK
THICK
THICK
THIN
THIN
THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK
THIN
THIN
THIN
THIN
THICK
THIN
THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK
THIN
THIN
THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK
THIN
THIN
THICK
THICK
THICK
THIN
THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK
THIN
THI
THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK

ELEVATION
(M)

88

INTERSECTING
NW/NE FAULTS WADI NAME
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

113
85
83
121
SI
105
72
73
6
6
8
7
149
134
96
152
365
84
70
155
25
II
198
156
178
I07
91
87
63
71
60
63
59
71
63
74
85
66
63
61
60
77
77
97
72
91
145
77
90
83
91
IOI
197
92
78
146
176
117
92
123
109
120

119

EL-BUSTAN
EL-ASYUTI
EL-'ITMANIYA
QASAB
EL-IMRANI
EL-MA'ABDA
QASAB
QASAB
QASAB
HAWASHIYA
ABU KHELEIFI
EL-DAKHAL
EL-DAKHAL
SUFF EL DIB
SUFF EL DIB
ABU MARWA
ABU HAD
HAWASHIYA
ABU MARWA
ABU MARWA
IRKAS
IRKAS
GHWEIBBA
BALI
UMM ARTA
SUFF EL DIB
EL-ASYUTI
EL-ASYUTI
EL-ASYUTI
EL-ASYUTI
EL-ASYUTI
EL-ASYUTI
EL-ASYUTI
EL-MAKHAZIN
EL-MAKHAZIN
EL-MAKHAZIN
EL-MAKHAZIN
EL-MAKHAZIN
EL-MAKHAZIN
EL-IBRAHIMI
EL-IBRAHIMI
EL-IBRAHIMI
EL-IBRAHIMI
EL-'ITMA IYA
EL-'ITMANIYA
EL-'ITMANIY A
EL-IMRANI
EL-IMRANI
ABU NATUKH
ABU NATUKH
EL-MATAHIR
EL-AIN
QENA
QENA
EL-SHEIKH-OMAI
ABU-MANNA
EL-MATULA
EL-MATULA
EL-MATULA
EL-MATULA
QENA
EL-MADAMUD
KHUZAM

Table 5.2 Selected wells targeting ground water residing in the fractured basement aquifers
WELL PRECIPITATIO
ID
N (MM)

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
JI
32
59
60
64
65
66
67
68
69
72
74
75
76
77
85
86
87
88
89
90
94
96
106
107
JOH
110
111
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
137
138
139
140
141
ISO
151
152
153
154
155
157
158

5.7
9.5
17.9
9.1
5.7
9.3
9.5
22.2
22.2
22.2
22.2
5.7
8.1
8.1
8.1
5.7
7.8
5.4
5.4
5.4
10.5
5.7
5.1
5.7
IO.J
8.4
19.7
9.5
7.8
17.9
5.4
5.4
S.4
5.4
4.5
2.6
1.6
2.6
4.5
4.5
4.5
5.4
5.4
5.0
9.5
9.5
9.5
8.4
8.4
13.9
22.2
22.2
8.4
6.9
6.8
6.8
8.4
8.8
8.8
11.9
9.2
4.5
9.2
19.1
9.2
9.7
9.7

PRECIPITATIO WATERSHED
N RATING•
AREA(SQ.M)
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
HIGH
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
HIGII
HIGH
IIIGH
HIGH
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
HIGH
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
HIGH
MEDIUM
HIGH
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
HIGH
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
HIGH
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
HIGH
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM

59842799
67813199
429753607
779187606
154936799
45522000
1587600
186753602
541047606
52066800
270410398
37260001
202175998
193136400
58870798
43254000
1048!07606
193427999
I I 080799
74746799
284115600
97200
44128799
35445602
352641601
659437192
241898401
14288402
46267201
376650002
305337600
52228800
142138803
384879598
604940406
291470398
1360800
168836405
69789598
127007996
201625200
227415602
53006399
763927207
18467999
131252400
398196004
60361202
162000
97588802
88776000
304333201
1579726803
9068760 I
1257119999
29224800
97880403
637826400
144309602
97200
127137600
74260802
20055599
!08345601
987390007
1605257998
143726402

ALLUV_A
REA
PERCENT_AL
(SQ.M)
LUVIAL
LONGITUDE LATITUDE
1827528
158182
19897463
52596761
11651611
0
22490820
38375064
4669674
20952711
876131
62981361
34136376
7!01296
165829265
32634303
696

40175093
1484
3669291
2274633
35324072
75820802
75971286
366423
6786099
47573558
48711344
5847212
9803917
150343!02
114138742
55020777
283502
12908629
0
25083045
27485983
43394363
1574061
127808824
3381082
4154060
60691863
8698057
17981
32212843
2225100
46614691
222948913
242825
277509438
3442262
5783497
86301465
21835323
75466
8740154
0
1558906
13787049
223110863
988231340
84574612

3.1
0.2
4.6
6.8
7.S
0.0
0.0
12.0
7.1
9.0
7.7
2.4
J1.2
17.7
12.1
0.0
15.8
16.9
0.0
0.0
14.1
1.5
8.3
6.4
I 0.0
I1.5
31.4
2.6
14.7
12.6
16.0
11.2
6.9
39.1
18.9
18.9
20.8
7.6
0.0
19.7
13.6
19.1
J.0
16.7
18.J
3.2
15.2
14.4
II.I
33.0
2.5
15.J
14.1
0.3
22.1
I1.8
5.9
13.5
IS.I
77.6
6.9
0.0
7.8
12.7
22.6
61.6
58.8

33 34'47.36"
34 54'11.78"
34 38'4.58""
35 24'20.81"
33 34'19.02"
33 41'10.57"
34 50'39.83"
34 35'30.12"
34 41'31.19"
34 32'51.92"
34 27'53.60"
33 38'26.84"
34 46'11.79"
34 51'57.43"
34 52'0.97"
33 39'2.02"
34 57'45.93"
33 52'7.68"
33 55'55.85"
33 49'14.24"
33 40'7.34"
33 38'54.98"
33 37'2.JI"
33 40'3.90"
33 51'17.52"
34 25'54.07"
34 23'51.10"
34 57'12.96"
35 0'17.32"
34 42'55.68"
33 47'5.93"
33 46'47.93"
33 49'41.02"
33 52'28.04"
33 46'14.77"
JJ 42'3.91"
33 20'12.97"
33 28'55.98"
34 58'42.96"
34 50'57.37"
34 57'0.21"
33 58'55.36"
33 50'45.47"
34 8'41.38"
35 1'8.15"
34 56'48.47"
34 56'7.92"
34 27'17.36"
34 25'37.05"
34 21'36.66"
34 36'53.30"
34 29'48.11"
33 47'59.65"
33 43'40.19"
34 2'0.91"
34 0'6.58"
33 49'14.98"
33 52'17.54"
33 50'42.JJ"
35 12'21.43"
35 4'42.20"
35 2'29.71"
35 IO'l.43"
35 11'18.99"
35 6'52.55"
34 58'19.80"
34 52'13.07"

26 5'52.83"
24 46'12.37"
24 25'7.75"
23 41'59.16"
26 6'5.44"
25 48'30.11"
24 48'33.60"
25 13'50.90"
25 17'29.20"
25 26'30.35"
25 22'59.73"
26 4'22.43"
25 2'11.32"
25 3'19.24"
24 55'25.33"
26 6'15.39"
24 33'28.53"
26 I0'8.15"
26 7'49.29"
26 18'41.17"
26 20'23.48"
26 4'34.01"
26 3'24.29"
26 4'2.49"
25 38'45.46"
25 39'4.JI"
24 58'4.27"
24 36'59.56"
24 35'43.04"
24 34'43.75"
22 13'23.26"
22 22'16.04"
22 25'14.70"
22 28'30.89"
22 42'25.95"
22 47'21.74"
22 47'55.27"
22 43'5.15"
23 28'52.44"
23 34'43.69"
23 31'4.72"
26 16'46.36"
26 9'32.62"
26 5'1.64"
24 37'33.51"
24 40'28.54"
24 47'22.48"
25 4l'I0.24"
25 40'48.82"
25 40'13.07"
25 18'42.52"
25 21'5.47"
25 17'21.22"
25 11'43.17"
24 52'21.92"
24 50'15.91"
25 23'13.85"
25 3'17.13"
24 55'39.J0"
23 28'4.71"
23 20'48.32"
23 25'31.98"
23 7'29.31"
23 5'24.38"
23 13'1.45"
21 59'52.66"
22 1'40.34"

TYPE O F
STRUCTURAL
DISCONTINUITY
FAULT/ SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/FAULT
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/FAULT
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEARWNE
FAULT/SHEARWNE
FAULT/ SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEARWNE
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/ SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/ SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/ SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/ SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEARWNE
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT /SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEARWNE
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEARWNE
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEARWNE
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/FAULT
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/ SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/ SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEARWNE
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEARWNE
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEARWNE
FAULT/SHEARWNE
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEARWNE
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEARWNE
FAULT/ SHEARWNE
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE
FAULT/SHEARWNE
FAULT/SHEAR ZONE

* Low: precipitation<5mm, Medium: 5mm<precipitation< 10mm, High: precipitation> 10mm.
** High implies presence of serpentinites within the shear zone
*** Thick implies the presence of kinks in the valleys.
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IN FERRED
POROSITY**
HIGH
NA
HIGH
NA
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
IIIGII
HIGH
NA
HIGH
NA
HIGH
NA
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
IIIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
NA
NA
NA
NA
HIGH
NA
NA
NA
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
NA
HJCH
HIGH
HIGH
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
HIGH
NA
NA
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
NA
NA
NA
HIGH
HIGH
NA
HIGH
NA
HIGH
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

OBSTRUCTED
FLOW***
THICK
THICK
NA
NA
NA
THICK
THICK
NA
THICK
NA
NA
NA
THICK
NA
NA
NA
NA
THICK
NA
NA
NA
NA
THICK
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
THICK
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
THICK
NA
NA
NA
NA
THICK
NA
THICK
THICK
NA
THICK
NA
THICK
THICK
NA
NA
NA
THICK
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Table 5.3 Selected wells targeting meteoric precipitation collected over large watersheds
WELL_
ID
35
48
52
54
56
221
223
224
225
226
229
228
231
232

LONGITUDE
31
31
32
32
32
30
31
32
32
32
32
32
32
33

3'10.85"
4'19.84"
6'47.32"
43'30.10"
51'9.59"
53'33.22"
8'42.85"
43'40.57"
55'32.64"
54'28.77"
58'58.35"
58'19.93"
57'36.04"
6'8.74"

LATITUDE
28
28
26
26
25
28
28
25
24
24
24
24
23
22

23'48.32"
39'46.33"
15'3.33"
11'11.04"
57'33.79"
18'20.08"
55'58.71"
42'20.37"
59'8.83"
5 I '32.32"
29'41.49"
32'48.76"
45'12.58"
53'47.72"

PRECIPIT
ATION
(MM)
85.6
233.6
3.4
147.7
50.3
. 45.0
233.6
43.4
43.4
55.0
127.2
127.2
11.2
287.5
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WATERSHED
AREA (SQ. M)
4698907175
685486803
951199194
15587607614
7213471185
4646581197
6159013197
699839996
6738843626
827884807
21164360385
7163056808
4626817198
74238735629

ALLUVIAL AREA
(SQ.M)
1151461765
31666467
149883753
6274376990
2279219769
326548522
995055369
219135337
1268035513
202638191
6584810651
1624523145
1972527319
24199781088

PERCE T_
ALLUVIAL
24.5
4.6
15.8
40.3
31.6
7.0
16.2
31.3
18.8
24.5
31.1
22.7
42.6
32.6

Table 5.4 Selected wells targeting dyke-related aquifers
WELL_I
D

73
103
104
105
109
144
145
148
149
159
164
167
169
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180

LONGITUDE

34
33
33
33
34
34
35
35
35
32
34
34
35
33
33
33
32
33
34
34
34
35
35

37'9.56"
14'24.58"
12'49.54"
13'0.50"
57'47.13"
32'41.30"
13'59.92"
14'10.47"
14'40.41"
30'11.45"
27'48.35"
31'19.26"
7'13.82"
30'20.06"
21'54.04"
17'41.33"
38'15.97"
26'31.39"
33'42.12"
30'38.26"
47'32.39"
12'46.63"
15'48.36"

25
23
23
23
23
24
24
24
24
28
25
25
23
26
26
26
28
26
24
24
24
24
24

LATITUDE

PRECIPIT
ATION PRECIPITATION
RATING*
(MM)

WATERSHED_A ALLUVIAL_A PERCENT_ALL
REA (SQ. M)
REA (SQ.M)
UVIAL

9'28.49"
39'55.81"
42'47.64"
42'33.96"
36'41.54"
43'11.64"
6'51.64"
6'47.59"
6'58.85"
18'20.75"
30'34.18"
5'12.83"
48'51.23"
50'39.61"
42'8.26"
36'43.16"
16'3.89"
30'11.73"
41'43.25"
47'14.74"
58'53.39"
14'3.65"
12'58.58"

17.66
2.34
2.34
2.34
4.54
54.41
5.52
5.52
5.52
41.64
8.40
17.66
33.02
19.82
3.39
3.39
41.64
8.17
54.41
54.41
8.09
5.52
5.52

39787200
3462620397
3618302398
3617751597
111164403
93538802
10465199
10497599
12733199
75362403
17852400
179171997
19310399
65771999
70729202
48275998
75977997
99370800
130636803
20606402
27118800
88873198
65901601

HIGH
LOW
LOW
LOW
LOW
HIGH
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM

HIGH

MEDIUM

HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
LOW
LOW
HIGH

MEDIUM

HIGH
HIGH

MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM

2937022
1399421381
1452227579
1452090171
20004183
138940
1569527
1601927
2392302
28759557
2154084
18035689
3239355
3861472
1064772
2812326
9563926
1613638
2736890
861
2836997
7808248
10871673

7.4
40.4
40.1
40.1
18.0
0.1
15.0
15.3
18.8
38.2
12.1
10.1
16.8
5.9
1.5
5.8
12.6
1.6
2.1
0.0
10.S
8.8
16.5

* Low: precipitation<5mm, Medium: 5mm <precipitation< 10mm, High: precipitation> 10mm.
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DYKE
LENGTH
(KM)

15.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
10.0
6.0
15.0
15.0
15.0
12.0
8.0
3.6
7.5
5.0
7.0
6.0
6.0
3.7
5.0
5.0
8.0
7.5
5.0

DYKE
THICKNESS

THIN
THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK
THICK
THIN
THIN
THICK
THI
THICK
THICK
THICK
THIN
THIN
THIN
THICK
THICK
THIN

- ---- ------- --
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APPENDIX I - Definition and functionality of ArcXML in ArcIMS HTML
viewer
In Appendix I, I will be discussing the basic definition of ArcXML and how it could
be used to prepare the configuration files for publishing the datasets using ArclMS
websites.

1. Basic structure of ArcXML and its components

ArcXML statements include elements and attributes. Child elements are elements
within other elements.

Attributes are name-value pairs that describe the

elements. All attributes must be in lowercase and written within double quotes.
All elements must be bracketed. As with HTML, elements are bracketed by tags
containing the element name. The start and the end of any element is marked by
the bracketed name. The root element of ArcXML is the <ArcXML> tag which
has an important child element called <CONFIG> (as shown in figure 1-1 ). The
Config tag has two sub tags (Environment and Map), the sub tags can have their
own subdivisions as well and so forth. These elements along with their child
elements are shown in the figures 1-1 to 1-3. These figures will become clearer as
elements are implemented in the formation of configuration files ( Fig. 1-4).
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2. Creation of Configuration file

One can create a map configuration file for Images (Raster data such as Grid, tiff
etc.) as well as for Features (Vector data such as point, line, polygon etc.) or both.
Creation of configuration file also means authoring the ArcIMS service or in other
words scripting the data in the ArcXML format to publish the various datasets on
the ArcIMS website. Figure 1-4 is an example of configuration file. For
simplicity, I used only two layers in the configuration file. Hence, we could add
as many layers as we want in the form of images, shapefiles (points, lines,
polygons) etc on an ArcIMS website just by adding the layers code in the
ArcXML file. Let us study the code in more detail.

The Config element has two child elements (ENVIRONMENT and MAP) (Fig. 11, 1-4). Similarly, Environment and Map elements have three child elements each
(Fig. I -1). Again, as explained above, all the elements are written in uppercase
and their attributes in lowercase. ENVELOPE (written in uppercase in the figure
1-4) element has name, minx , miny etc. as attributes ( written in small caps).
These elements and their respective attributes are represented in the code (Fig. 14).

One feature of the ARCXML Structure is the presence of the symbol "?".

This question mark, if present in the elements, implies that the respective
elements are not mandatory to include in the code. On the other hand, if the
symbol is not there, the particular element should be a part of the code. For
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example, in figure 1-2 all child elements with the exception of the Envelope
element have a question mark(?) at the end. Thus, the code written in figure 1-4
includes these elements(1-1 to 1-3). For more information on these elements, their
respective attributes, and properties, along with relevant examples, please refer to
the ArcXML Programmer's Reference Guide, published by ESRI™ and is
available online(http://edndoc.esri.com/arcirns/9. l /).

Now, the ArcIMS Application Server will pass the ArcXML code (I-4) to
ArcIMS Spatial Server which will retrieve the data from the data sources in the
ArcXML format and transfer it back to Application Server and finally deliver it to
the client through the web browser. Figure 1-5 provides an example of data
delivered to the client through the web browser. As described above, and for
simplifying the sample code provided here, I included only two vector layers, here
referred to as: UNDP field samples(point data), and shallow Nubian(line data)
(Fig. 1-4). Naturally, one could include as many layers in the code as required.
In writing the code, one has to consider the order in which the layers are being
listed. Layers listed early on in the code will be displayed as a background on the
web site compared to other layers that appear later on in the code. For instance, if
one has an image layer and a vector layer with similar geographic extents, one
should include the image code early on and the vector later on in the configuration
file, other wise the vector layer will hide under the the image layer.
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-S"?>
<ARCXML version="1.1">
<CONFIG>
<ENVIRONMENT>
<LOCALE country="GB" language="en"/>
<IJIFONT color=''0.0,0" name="Arial" size="12" style="regular"/>
<SCREEN dpi="96"/>
</ENVIRONMENT>
<MAP dynamic=',rue">
<PROPERTIES>
<ENVELOPE name="lnitial_Extent" minx=''OOO0OO" miny:"2200000" mm ="500000" maxy:''3465100"/>
<ENVELOPE name="Extent_Limit" minx="OO0OOO" miny=''lOOOOOO" mm ="500000" maxy:''3500000"/>
<FEATURECOORDSYS id=''32636"/>
<FIL TERCOORDSYSid="32636"/>
<MAPIJNITS unlts="meters"/>
<BACKGROUND color=''l55,255,255"transcolor=''l55,255,255"/>
</PROPERTIES>
<WORKSPACES>
<SHAPEWORKSPACE name="ws-1 " directory=''E:IED_2004-Fall"/>
<SDEWORKSPACE name="sde_ws-0" server="GIS4" instance="sde:oracle" database="GIS" user="xxxx" encrypted='Yalse"
password="xxxx" />
</WORKSPACES>
<LAYER name="UNDP Field Samples" type='Yeatureclm" id="10" visible='false">
<DATASET name="undp _wells" type="point" workspace=''ws-1 "/>
<COORDSYS id="4326"/>
<SIMPLERENDERER>
<TRUETYPEMARKERSYMBOL character-''33" angle=''O" antialiasing='Yalse" font=''ESRI Default Marker"
fontcolor-"175,0.225" fontsize=''1 4" fontstyle="regular" overlap=',rue" rotatemethod="mod_arithmetic"
transparency="1" usecentroid="true"/>
</SIMPLERENDERER>
</LAYER>
<LAYER name="Shallow Nubian" type='Yeatureclm" id='71" visible='Yalse''>
<DATASET name="SDE.Shallow_Nubian" type='1ine" workspace="sde_ws-0"/>
<COORDSYS id="4326"/>
<SIMPLERENDERER>
<SIMPLELINESYMBOL antialiasing='Yalse" captype="butt" color=''lOO .200.20'' jointype="round" transparency="1 "
overlap=',rue" type="solid" width=''3"/>
<ISIMPLERENDERER>
</LAYER>
<IMAP>
<ICONFIG>
</ARCXML>

Figure 1-4. Arc XML: Configuration file Code
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I

APPENDIX II - Techniques for setting the ArcIMS website

In this section, I would like to give a general idea of how I developed and deployed
an ArcIMS website for the users and researchers. This section assumes that the user
has already installed the Arc IMS software and the web server on the local host
machine.

1. Authoring - The very first step, I did was developing an XML file or
configuration file (Appendix I) in which I included all the datasets as listed in
chapter 3. The detailed code is available in Appendix III.

2. Administering - The next step is to set up the service in the Administrator.
This was accomplished by the following steps: logging on to the ArcIMS
Administrator (figure 11-2), choosing service followed by selecting "new" (for
new service). A new dialog box appeared (as shown in figure 11-1). The
service name "UNDP_WMU" was provided. For Map file I navigated to the
XML file that was created in step1. The "IrnageServer" in the Virtual Server
dropdown menu was chosen and the service "UNDP_WMU" appeared (figure
11-2; UNDP_IMS at the bottom of list). Whenever an update to my ArcXML
file was required, my service had to be refreshed in the administrator.
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Figurell-2.ArcIMS Administrator, showing my service (UNDP_WMU) along with
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3. Designing - Now, that my service has been launched, the following step was
to design the website. For that, I used the Arc IMS Designer. There are series
of steps to accomplish the website design using ArcIMS Designer. Designer
provides the initial layout for the website, a layout that encompasses all
necessary components by default. Examples of these components include
toolbar, table of contents, title, text frame etc. Thus, the first step I conducted
was to start the ArcIMS Designer (startup window similar to that in figure 113). Then I entered the name of the website as IMS_UNDP, and then I entered
the title.

In the following window, I chose the type of viewer (HTML

viewer), then I chose the extents of the page, chose the default tools (such as
zoom, pan, identify, query etc.). I selected "Meters" as distance units and
launched the "create" button to create the website. The implementation of the
design step enabled launching of the web site and access through the internet
browser. http://ims.esrs.wmich.edu/website/IMS UNDP/viewer.htm is my
website address.
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Figure 11-3. ArcIMS Designer

4. Customization - The good thing about building a website using Arc IMS is
that you don' t have to write the initial code. It comes automatically when you
install the software. Thus, the constructed website by default includes the map
viewer, table of contents, toolbar, scale bar etc as shown in Figure 11-4. Since,
the default website looks quite skeletal and lacks a number of important tools.
I implemented a few modifications and constructed a number of customized
tools. Examples of the implemented modifications include: the table of
contents, overall look of the viewer, etc. These modifications were enabled by
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editing the code associated with the website files located in the website
directory. I had to carefully examine, understand, and modify the existing files
(JavaScript and html file format) to make all the required changes and
customization. The default ArcIMS website has around 40 of these files . I
also designed and incorporated various custom-made tools such as (Profile
Generator, Stretch Tool etc as discussed in chapter 3) on my website.
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Figure 11-4. Layout for the HTML viewer created by ArcIMS Designer
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APPENDIX III - ArcXML code used to generate the IMS_UNDP website

<?xml version= "1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<ARCXML version="1.1">
<CONFIG>
<ENVIRONMENT>
<LOCALE country="GB" language="en"/>
<UIFONT color="0,0,0" name="Arial" size="12" style="regular"/>
<SCREEN dpi="96"/>
</ENVIRONMENT>
<MAP dynamic="true">
<PROPERTIES>
<ENVELOPE name="lnitial Extent" minx="-216377.3067"
=
=
miny "2447 I I 8.9651" maxx "1073506.5272" maxy="3465 I92.8472"/>
<ENVELOPE name="Extent Limit" minx="-1249447.2035"
=
=
miny "-129624.1198" maxx "4290035.7068" maxy="538204 I.0938"/>
<FEATURECOORDSYS id="32636"/>
<FILTERCOORDSYS id="32636"/>
<MAPUNITS units="meters"/>
<BACKGROUND color="255,255,255"
transcolor="255,255,255"/>
</PROPERTIES>
<WORKSPACES>
<SHAPEWORKSPACE name="ws-1" directory="E:\ED_2004Fall"/>
<SDEWORKSPACE name="sde ws-0"
server="ims.esrs.wmich.edu" instance="sde:oracle9i" user="xyz" encrypted="false"
password="abcdefg" />
<IMAGEWORKSPACE name="ws-3" directory="E:\ed_2004fall"/>
<SHAPEWORKSPACE name="ws-4" directory="E:\ed_2004-fall\watershed"/>
<IMAGEWORKSPACE name="ws-5" directory="E:\ED_2004Fall\TM ?bands\"/>
<IMAGEWORKSPACE name="ws-6" directory="E:\ED_2004Fall\final_product_arcmap_tiff\"/>
<SHAPEWORKSPACE name="ws-7" directory="E:\ED_2004Fall\wells_positions"/>
<SHAPEWORKSPACE name="ws-8" directory="E:\ED_2004Fall\Eastern-Streams-final"/>
<SHAPEWORKSPACE name="ws-9" directory="E:\ED_2004Fall\basins-streams- 180"/>
<SHAPEWORKSPACE name="ws-1O" directory="E:\ED_2004Fall\Analysis"/>
<SHAPEWORKSPACE name="ws-1 I" directory="E:\ED_2004Fall\Analysis\FINAL_MAP"/>
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workspace="sde _ws-0"/>

</WORK.SP ACE S>
<LAYER name="MODIS" type="image" id="2I" visible="true">
<DATASET name="SDE.MODIS_BI.IMAGE" type="image"

<COORDSYS id="4326" />
<RASTER RENDERER>
<RASTER_RANGE color ="0,0,0" lower="-50000"
upper="19.53125" equality="lower" transparency="I" label="Low: 0"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="3,3,3" lower="19.53125"
upper="39.0625" equality="lower" transparency="I" label="20-39"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="5,5,5" lower="39.0625"
upper="58.59375" equality="lower" transparency="I" label="39-59"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="5,5,5" lower="58.59375"
upper="78. I25" equality="lower" transparency="I" label="59-78"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="8,8,8" lower="78.I25"
upper="97.65625" equality="lower" transparency="I" label="78-98"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="8,8,8" lower="97.65625"
upper="117.1875" equality="lower" transparency="I" labe1="98-II7"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="I0,10,10" lower="l 17.1875"
upper="136.71875" equality= "lower" transparency="I" label="117-137"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="I0,10,10"
=
=
lower "136.71875" upper "156.25" equality="lower" transparency="I" label=" 137-156"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="I0,I0,IO" lower="156.25"
upper="175.78125" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="156-176"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="l 3,13,13"
lower=" 175.78125" upper="195.3125" equality="lower" transparency ="I" label="176-195"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="13,13,13" lower="195.3125"
upper="214.84375" equality= "lower" transparency="I" label="195-215"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="13,13,13"
lower="2I 4.84375" upper ="234.375" equality="lower" transparency="I" label="215-234"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="13,13,13" lower ="234.375"
upper="253.90625" equality="lower" transparency="I" label="234-254"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color ="15,15,15"
lower="253.90625" upper="273.4375" equality="lower" transparency =" I" label="254-273"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="15,15,15" lower="273.4375"
upper="292.96875" equality="lower" transparency="I" labe1="273-293"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="15,15,l 5"
lower="292.96875" upper="3I2.5" equality="lower" transparency="I" labe1="293-312"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="15,15,15" lower="3I2.5"
upper="332.03I25" equality="lower" transparency="I" label="3 l 2-332"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="18,18,18"
lower="332.03 l 25" upper="35 I.5625" equality="lower" transparency="I" label="332-352"/>
<RASTER_ RANGE color="18,18,18" lower="35 I.5625"
upper= "37 I.09375" equality= "lower" transparency=" I" label="352-371"/>
<RASTER_ RANGE color="18,18,18"
lower="37I.09375" upper="390.625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="371-39 l "/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="l8, l 8,J8" lower="390.625"
upper="4 I0.15625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1= "39 l -410"/>
<RASTER_ RANGE color="18,18,18"
lower="4 I0.15625" upper="429.6875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="4 I0-430"/>
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<RASTER_RANGE color="20,20,20" lower="429.6875"
upper="449.2 l 875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="430-449"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="20,20,20"
lower="449.2 l 875" upper="468.75" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="449-469"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="20,20,20" lower="468.75"
=
=
upper "488.28 I25" equality "lower" transparency=" I" label="469-488"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="20,20,20"
lower="488.28 I25" upper="507.8 I25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="488-508"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="20,20,20" lower="507.8 I25"
upper="527.34375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="508-527"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="23,23,23"
lower="527.34375" upper="546.875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="527-547"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="23,23,23" lower="546.875"
=
=
upper "566.40625" equality "lower" transparency=" I" label="547-566"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="23,23,23"
lower="566.40625" upper="585.9375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="566-586"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="23,23,23" lower="585.9375"
upper="605.46875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="586-605"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="23,23,23"
=
=
lower="605.46875" upper "625" equality "lower" transparency=" I" label="605-625"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="26,26,26" lower="625"
=
=
upper "644.53 I25" equality "lower" transparency=" I" label="625-645"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="26,26,26"
lower="644.53 I 25" upper="664.0625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="645-664"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="26,26,26" lower="664.0625"
upper="683.59375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="664-684"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="26,26,26"
lower="683.59375" upper="703.125" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="684-703"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="28,28,28" lower="703. I25"
upper="722.65625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="703-723"/>
<RASTER_ RANGE color="28,28,28"
lower="722.65625" upper="742. I875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="723-742"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="28,28,28" lower="742. I875"
upper="76 I.71875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="742-762"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="28,28,28"
lower="76 I.7 I875" upper="78 I.25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="762-78 1"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="28,28,28" lower="78 I.25"
upper="800.78 I25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="78 l -80 I"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="31,3 l ,3 1"
lower="800.78 I25" upper="820.3 I25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="801-820"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="3 l ,3 I ,31" lower="820.3125"
upper="839.84375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="820-840"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="3 1,3 1,31"
lower="839.84375" upper="859.375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="840-859"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="3 l ,31,31" lower="859.375"
upper="878.90625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="859-879"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="33,33,33"
lower="878.90625" upper="898.4375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="879-898"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="33,33,33" lower="898.4375"
upper="917.96875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="898-9 I8"/>
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<RASTER_RANGE color="33,33,33"
lower="9I7.96875" upper="937.5" equality="lower" transparency="I" labe1="9I8-938"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="33,33,33" lower="937.5"
upper="957.03I25" equality= "lower" transparency="I" label="938-957"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="36,36,36"
lower="957.03I25" upper="976.5625" equality="lower" transparency="I" label="957-977"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="36,36,36" lower="976.5625"
=
=
upper "996.09375_" equality "lower" transparency="I" labe1="977-996"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="36,36,36"
lower="996.09375" upper="IO15.625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="996-IO16"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="36,36,36" lower="IO15.625"
upper="I035.15625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="IO16-1035"/>
<RASTER_ RANGE color="38,38,38"
lower="I035.15625" upper="I054.6875" equality= "lower" transparency="I" label="I035-1055"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="38,38,38"
lower="I054.6875" upper=" I 074.21875" equality="lower" transparency="I" label="I055-1074"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="38,38,38"
lower=" I074.21875" upper="I093.75" equality="lower" transparency="I" label=" I074-1094"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="41,41,41" lower="1093.75"
upper="1113.28125" equality="lower" transparency="I" label="I094-1113"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="4 l ,41,41"
lower="1113.28125" upper="1132.8125" equality="lower" transparency="I" label="1113-1133"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="4 l ,4 l ,41"
lower="1132.8125" upper="1152.34375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="1133-1152"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="41,41,41"
lower="1152.34375" upper="1171.875" equality="lower" transparency="I" label="1152-1172"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="43,43,43" lower="1171.875"
upper="1191.40625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="1172-1191"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="43,43,43"
lower=" I191.40625" upper="1210.9375" equality="lower" transparency="1" label="1191-1211"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="43,43,43"
=
lower "1210.9375" upper="1230.46875" equality="lower" transparency="1" label="1211-1230"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="43,43,43"
lower="1230.46875" upper="1250" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="1230-1250"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="46,46,46" lower="l 250"
upper="1269.53125" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="1250-1270"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="46,46,46"
lower="1269.53125" upper="1289.0625" equality="lower" transparency="1" label="1270-1289"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="46,46,46"
lower="1289.0625" upper="1308.59375" equality="lower" transparency="1" label="1289-1309"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="48,48,48"
lower="1308.59375" upper="1328.125" equality="lower" transparency="I" label="1309-1328"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="48,48,48" lower="1328.125"
upper="1347.65625" equality="lower" transparency="I" label="1328-1348"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="48,48,48"
lower="1347.65625" upper="1367.1875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="1348-1367"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="48,48,48"
lower="1367.1875" upper="1386.71875" equality="lower" transparency="1" label="1367-1387"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="5 l ,51,51"
lower="1386.71875" upper="1406.25" equality="lower" transparency="I" label="1387-1406"/>
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<RASTER_RANGE color="5 I,51,51" lower="1406.25"
upper="1425.78125"
transparency="1" label="1406-1426"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="5 I,51,51"
lower="1425.78125" upper="1445.3125" equality="lower" transparency="1" label="1426-1445"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="54,54,54"
lower="1445.3125" upper="1464.84375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="1445-1465"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="54,54,54"
lower="1464.84375" upper="1484.375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="1465-1484"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="54,54,54" lower="1484.375"
=
upper="1503.90625" equality "lower" transparency=" I" label="1484-1504"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="56,56,56"
lower="1503.90625" upper="1523.4375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="1504-1523"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="56,56,56"
lower="1523.4375" upper="1542.96875" equality="lower" transparency="1" label="1523-1543"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="56,56,56"
=
=
lower "1542.96875" upper "1562.5" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="1543-1562"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="56,56,56" lower="1562.5"
upper="1582.03125" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="1562-1582"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="59,59,59"
lower="1582.03125" upper="1601.5625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="1582-1602"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="59,59,59"
lower=" 1601.5625" upper="1621.09375" equality="lower" transparency="1" label="1602-1621"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="59,59,59"
=
=
lower "1621.09375" upper "1640.625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="1621-1641"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="61,61,61" lower="1640.625"
upper="1660.15625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="1641-1660"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="6 l ,61,61"
lower="1660.15625" upper="1679.6875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="1660-1680"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="61,6 I ,61"
lower="1679.6875" upper="1699.21875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="1680-1699"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="64,64,64"
lower= "1699.21875" upper="1718.75" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="1699-1719"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="64,64,64" lower="1718.75"
upper="1738.28125" equality="lower" transparency=" l " label=" 1719-1738"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="64,64,64"
lower="1738.28125" upper="1757.8125" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="1738-1758"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="66,66,66"
lower="1757.8125" upper="1777.34375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="1758-1777"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="66,66,66"
lower="1777.34375" upper="1796.875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="1777-1797"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="66,66,66" lower="1796.875"
upper="1816.40625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="1797-1816"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="69,69,69"
lower="1816.40625" upper="1835.9375" equality="lower" transparency="1" label="1816-1836"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="69,69,69"
lower="1835.9375" upper="1855.46875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="1836-1855"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="69,69,69"
=
=
lower "1855.46875" upper="1875" equality "lower" transparency=" I" label="1855-1875"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="71,71,71" lower="1875"
upper=" 1894.53125" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="1875-1895"/>
equality="lower"
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<RASTER_RANGE color="7 l,71,71"
lower="1894.53125" upper="1914.0625" equality="lower" transparency="1" label="1895-1914"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="7l ,7 l ,71"
lower=" 1914.0625" upper=" 1933.59375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="1914-1934"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="74,74,74"
lower="1933.59375" upper="1953.125" equality="lower" transparency=" 1" label="1934-1953"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="74,74,74" lower="l 953.125"
upper=" 1972.65625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="1953-1973"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="74,74,74"
lower="1972.65625" upper="1992.1875" equality="lower" transparency="1" label="1973-1992"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="77,77,77"
lower="1992.1875" upper="2011.71875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="1992-2012"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="77,77,77"
lower="2011.71875" upper="203 l .25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="2012-2031"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="77,77,77" lower="203 I.25"
=
upper="2050.78 I25" equality "lower" transparency=" I" labe1="2031-205 l"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="79,79,79"
lower="2050.78 l 25" upper="2070.3 I25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="205 l -2070"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="79,79,79"
lower="2070.3125" upper="2089.84375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="2070-2090"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="79,79,79"
lower="2089.84375" upper="2 l 09.375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="2090-2 I 09"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="82,82,82" lower="2 l 09.375"
upper="2 l 28.90625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="2 l 09-2129"/>
<RASTER_ RANGE color="82,82,82"
lower="2 l 28.90625" upper="2 I48.4375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="2 l 29-2148"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="84,84,84"
lower="2148.4375" upper="2 I67.96875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="2148-2 l 68"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="84,84,84"
lower="2 I67.96875" upper="2187.5" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="2168-2 l 88"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="84,84,84" lower="2 l 87.5"
=
=
upper "2207.03125" equality "lower" transparency=" I" label="2188-2207"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="87,87,87"
lower="2207.03 l 25" upper="2226.5625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="2207-2227"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="87,87,87"
lower="2226.5625" upper="2246.09375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="2227-2246"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="87,87,87"
lower="2246.09375" upper="2265.625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="2246-2266"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="89,89,89" lower="2265.625"
=
upper="2285. l 5625" equality "lower" transparency=" I" label="2266-2285"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="89,89,89"
lower="2285. l 5625" upper="2304.6875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="2285-2305"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="89,89,89"
lower="2304.6875" upper="2324.2 I 875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="2305-2324"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="92,92,92"
lower="2324.2 l 875" upper="2343.75" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="2324-2344"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="92,92,92" lower="2343.75"
=
=
upper "2363.28 l 25" equality "lower" transparency=" I" label="2344-2363"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="94,94,94"
lower="2363.28 I 25" upper="2382.8 l 25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="2363-2383"/>
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<RASTER_RANGE color="94,94,94"
lower="2382.8 I 25" upper="2402.34375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="2383-2402"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="94,94,94"
lower="2402.34375" upper="242 I.875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="2402-2422"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="97,97,97" lower="242 I.875"
upper="244 I .40625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="2422-244 I"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="97,97,97"
lower="244 I.40625" upper="2460.9375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="244 l -2461"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="97,97,97"
=
=
lower "2460.9375" upper "2480.46875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="2461-2480"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="99,99,99"
lower="2480.46875" upper="2500" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="2480-2500"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="99,99,99" lower="2500"
upper="25 I9.53 I25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="2500-2520"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=" I02, I02, I02"
lower="25 I 9.53125" upper="2539.0625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="2520-2539"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=" I02, I02, I02"
lower="2539.0625" upper="2558.59375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="2539-2559"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=" I02, I02, I02"
lower="2558.59375" upper="2578.125" equality="lower" transparency="1" label="2559-2578"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=" I05, I05, I05"
lower="2578. I25" upper="2597.65625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="2578-2598"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=" I05, I05, I05"
lower="2597.65625" upper="26 I7.1875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="2598-26 I7"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="107,107,107"
1ower="26 I7.1875" upper="2636.7 I875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="26 I7-2637"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=" I07, I07, I07''
lower="2636.7 I875" upper="2656.25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="2637-2656"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=" I07, I 07, I07''
lower="2656.25" upper="2675.78 I25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="2656-2676"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="110,110,11O"
lower="2675.78 I25" upper="2695.3 I 25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="2676-2695"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="110,110,11O"
=
=
1ower "2695.3 I25" upper "2714.84375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="2695-27 I5"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="112,112,112"
1ower="27 I 4.84375" upper="2734.375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="27 l 5-2734"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="l 12,112,112"
lower="2734.375" upper="2753.90625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="2734-2754"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=" l 12,112,112"
lower="2753.90625" upper="2773.4375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="2754-2773"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="l 15,115,115"
lower="2773.4375" upper="2792.96875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="2773-2793"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="115,115,115"
lower="2792.96875" upper="28 I 2.5" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="2793-28 I2"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="l 17,117,117''
lower="28 I2.5" upper="2832.03 I25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="28 I2-2832"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="117, I17, I I7''
lower="2832.03125" upper="285 I.5625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="2832-2852"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=") 17,117,117''
lower="2851.5625" upper="287 I .09375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" 1abe1="2852-2871"/>
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<RASTER_RANGE color="120,120,120"
lower="287 I .09375" upper="2890.625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="2871-2891"/>
<RASTER _RANGE color="120,120,120"
lower="2890.625" upper="2910.15625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="2891-29 IO"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="122,122,122"
lower="2910.15625" upper="2929.6875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="2910-2930"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="122,122,122"
lower="2929.6875" upper="2949.21875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="2930-2949"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="125,125,125"
lower="2949.21875" upper="2968.75" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="2949-2969"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=" 125,125,125"
lower="2968.75" upper="2988.28125" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="2969-2988"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="125,125,125"
=
lower "2988.28 I25" upper="3007.8125" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="2988-3008"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="128,128,128"
lower="3007.8 I25" upper="3027.34375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="3008-3027"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="128,128,128"
lower="3027.34375" upper="3046.875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="3027-3047"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="130,130,130"
lower="3046.875" upper="3066.40625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="3047-3066"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="130,130,130"
lower="3066.40625" upper="3085.9375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="3066-3086"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="133,133,133"
lower="3085.9375" upper="3105.46875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="3086-3 I05"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="133,133,133"
lower="3105.46875" upper="3 I25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="3105-3125"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="133,133,133" lower="3125"
upper="3 I44.53 I25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="3125-3 I 45"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="135,135,135"
lower="3 I44.53125" upper="3164.0625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="3145-3164"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="l 35,135,135"
lower="3164.0625" upper="3183.59375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="3164-3184"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=" l 38,138,138"
lower="3183.59375" upper="3203. I25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="3184-3203"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="138,138,138"
lower="3203.125" upper="3222.65625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="3203-3223"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="140,140,140"
lower="3222.65625" upper="3242. I875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="3223-3242"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="140,140,140"
lower="3242.1875" upper="326 l .71875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="3242-3262"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="143,143,143"
lower="326 I.71875" upper="328 I .25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="3262-3281"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="143,143,l 43"
=
lower="3281.25" upper "3300. 78125" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="328 I-330 I"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="143,143,143"
=
lower="3300.78125" upper "3320.3 I25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="3301-3320"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="145,145,145"
lower="3320.3 I 25" upper="3339.84375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="3320-3340"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="145,145,145"
lower="3339.84375" upper="3359.375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="3340-3359"/>
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<RASTER_RANGE color=" 148,148,148"
lower="3359.375" upper="3378.90625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="3359-3379"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=" 148,148,148"
lower="3378.90625" upper="3398.4375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="3379-3398"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=" 150,150,150"
lower="3398.4375" upper="34 I7.96875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="3398-3418"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=" 150,150,150"
lower="34 I7.96875" upper="3437.5" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="34 I8-3438"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=" 153,153,153"
lower="3437.5" upper="3457.03 I25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="3438-3457"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=" 153,153,153"
lower="3457.03125" upper="3476.5625" equality="lower" transparency=" l " labe1="3457-3477"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=" 153,153,153"
lower="3476.5625" upper="3496.09375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="3477-3496"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=" 156,156,156"
lower="3496.09375" upper="35 I5.625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="3496-35 I6"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=" 156,156,156"
lower="35 I5.625" upper="3535. I5625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="35 I6-3535"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=" 158,158,158"
lower="3535. l 5625" upper="3554.6875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="3535-3555"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=" 158,158,158"
lower="3554.6875" upper="3574.2 I875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="3555-3574"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=" l 61,161,l 61"
lower="3574.2 I875" upper="3593.75" equality="lower" transparency=" l " labe1="3574-3594"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=" 161,161, 16 I"
lower="3593.75" upper="36 I3.28125" equality="lower" transparency=" l " label="3594-36 I3"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=" 163,163,163"
lower="36 I3.28 I25" upper="3632.8 I25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="36 I3-3633"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="l 63,163,163"
lower="3632.8 I25" upper="3652.34375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="3633-3652"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=" l66,166,166"
lower="3652.34375" upper="367 I.875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="3652-3672"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=" l66,166,l66"
lower="367 I.875" upper="369 I.40625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="3672-369 I"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=" 168,168,168"
lower="369 I.40625" upper="37 I0.9375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="369 l-3711"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=" 168,168,168"
lower="37 I0.9375" upper="3730.46875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="37 I l-3730"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=" 171,171,171"
lower="3730.46875" upper="3750" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="3730-3750"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=" 171,171,171" lower="3750"
upper="3769.53 I25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="3750-3770"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=" 173,173,173"
lower="3769.53125" upper="3789.0625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="3770-3789"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=" 173,173,173"
lower="3789.0625" upper="3808.59375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="3789-3809"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=" 176,176,176"
lower="3-808.59375" upper="3828. I25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="3809-3828"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=" 176,176,176"
lower="3828.125" upper="3847.65625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="3828-3848"/>
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<RASTER_RANGE color="179,179,179"
lower="3847.65625" upper="3867. I 875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="3848-3867"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="179,179,179"
lower="3867.1875" upper="3886.7 I 875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="3867-3887"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="179,179,179"
lower="3886.7 I875" upper="3906.25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="3887-3906"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="181,181,l 81"
lower="3906.25" upper="3925.78 I25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="3906-3926"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="181,181,181"
lower="3925.78125" upper="3945.3 I25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="3926-3945"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="184,184,184"
lower="3945.3 I25" upper="3964.84375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="3945-3965"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="184,184,184"
lower="3964.84375" upper="3984.375" equality="lower" transparency =" I" label="3965-3984"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="186,186,186"
lower="3984.375" upper="4003.90625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="3984-4004"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="186,186,186"
lower="4003.90625" upper="4023.4375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="4004-4023"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=" l89,189,189"
lower="4023.4375" upper="4042.96875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="4023-4043"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="189,189,189"
lower="4042.96875" upper="4062.5" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="4043-4062"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="191,191,191"
lower="4062.5" upper="4082.03 I25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="4062-4082"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="l91,191,191"
lower="4082.03 I25" upper="4 IO1.5625" equality="lower" transparency =" I" label="4082-4 I 02"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="l94,194,194"
lower="4 IO1.5625" upper="4 I 2 I.09375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="4 I 02-4121"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=" l94,194,194"
lower="412 I.09375" upper="4140.625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="412 l -4141"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="196,196,196"
lower="4140.625" upper="4160. I5625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="414 l -4160"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="196,196,196"
lower="4 I60. I5625" upper="4 I79.6875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="4160-4180"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="199,199,199"
lower="4179.6875" upper="4 I99.2 I875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="4180-4 I99"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=" l99,199,199"
lower="4 I99.2 I875" upper="42 I 8.75" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="4199-42 I9"/>
<RASTER_ RANGE color="201,201,20 I"
lower="42 I8.75" upper="4238.28 I25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="42 I9-4238"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="204,204,204"
=
=
lower "4238.28 I25" upper "4257.8 I25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="4238-4258"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="204,204,204"
lower="4257.8 I25" upper="4277.34375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="4258-4277"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="207,207,207"
lower="4277.34375" upper="4296.875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="4277-4297"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="207,207,207"
lower="4296.875" upper="43 I6.40625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="4297-43 I 6"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="209,209,209"
lower="43 I 6.40625" upper="4335.9375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="43 I 6-4336"/>
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<RASTER_RANGE color="209,209,209"
lower="4335.9375" upper="4355.46875" equality="lower" transparency=" l " label="4336-4355"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="212,212,212"
lower="4355.46875" upper="4375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="4355-4375"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="212,212,212" lower="4375"
upper="4394.53 I25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="4375-4395"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="214,214,214"
lower="4394.53 I25" upper="44 I4.0625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="4395-44 I4"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="214,214,214"
lower="4414.0625" upper="4433.59375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="44 I4-4434"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="217,217,217"
lower="4433.59375" upper="4453. I25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="4434-4453"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="217,217,2 I7"
lower="4453.125" upper="4472.65625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="4453-4473"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="219,219,219"
lower="4472.65625" upper="4492. I 875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="4473-4492"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="219,219,219"
=
lower="4492.1875" upper "45 I I. 71875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="4492-45 I2"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="222,222,222"
lower="4511.7 I875" upper="453 I .25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="4512-453 l "/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="222,222,222"
lower="453 I.25" upper="4550.78 I25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="4531-4551"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="224,224,224"
lower="4550.78 I25" upper="4570.3 I25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="455 l -4570"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="224,224,224"
lower="4570.3 I25" upper="4589.84375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="4570-4590"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="227,227,227"
lower="4589.84375" upper="4609.375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="4590-4609"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="230,230,230"
lower="4609.375" upper="4628.90625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="4609-4629"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="230,230,230"
lower="4628.90625" upper="4648.4375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="4629-4648"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="232,232,232"
=
lower="4648.4375" upper "4667.96875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="4648-4668"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="232,232,232"
lower="4667.96875" upper="4687.5" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="4668-4688"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="235,235,235"
lower="4687.5" upper="4707.03 I25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="4688-4707"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="235,235,235"
lower="4707.03125" upper="4726.5625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="4707-4727"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="237,237,237"
lower="4726.5625" upper="4746.09375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="4727-4746"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="237,237,237"
lower="4746.09375" upper="4765.625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="4746-4766"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="240,240,240"
lower="4765.625" upper="4785. I5625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="4766-4785"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="240,240,240"
lower="4785. I5625" upper="4804.6875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="4785-4805"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="242,242,242"
lower="4804.6875" upper="4824.2 I875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="4805-4824"/>
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<RASTER_RANGE color="245,245,245"
lower="4824.2 I875" upper="4843.75" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="4824-4844"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="245,245,245"
lower="4843.75" upper="4863.28 I25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="4844-4863"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="247,247,247"
lower="4863.28 I25" upper="4882.8 I25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="4863-4883"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="247,247,247"
=
lower "4882.8125" upper="4902.34375" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="4883-4902"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="250,250,250"
lower="4902.34375" upper="492 I.875" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="4902-4922"/>
<RASTER_ RANGE color="250,250,250"
lower="492 I.875" upper="494 I.40625" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="4922-494 I"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="252,252,252"
lower="494 I.40625" upper="4960.9375" equality="lower" transparency="1" label="4941-4961 "/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="252,252,252"
lower="4960.9375" upper="500000" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="496 l -5000"/>
<RASTER_OTHER color="255,255,255"
transparency="0" label="Other"/>
</RASTER RENDERER>
</LAYER>

visible="false">
workspace="ws-6"/>

workspace="sde_ws-0"/>

<LAYER narne="Eastem_Desert_Wells" type="irnage" id="75"
<DATASET narne="Eastem_Desert_Wells.tif' type="irnage"
<COORDSYS id="4326"/>
<IMAGEPROPERTIES transparency=" l " transcolor="0,0,0"/>
</LAYER>
<LAYER narne="NDYI" type="irnage" id="864" visible="false">
<DATASET narne="SDE.ndvi I.RASTER" type="irnage"

<COORDSYS id="32636"/>
<RASTER RENDERER>
<RASTER_RANGE color="236,233,216" lower="125.241996765137" upper="0" equality="lower" transparency="0" label="-125.2419968 - 0"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="255,235,190" lower="0"
upper="0.0 I" equality="lower" transparency="1" label="0 - 0.0 I"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="2 l 5,215,158" lower="0.0 I"
upper="0.02" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="0.0 I - 0.02"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="2 I I,255,190" lower="0.02"
upper="0.03" equality="lower" transparency="1" label="0.02 - 0.03"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="190,255,232" lower="0.03"
upper="0.04" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="0.03 - 0.04"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="233,255,190" lower="0.04"
upper="0.05" equality="lower" transparency=" l " label="0.04 - 0.05"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="255,235,190" lower="0.05"
upper="0.06" equality="lower" transparency=" l " label="0.05- 0.06"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="255,190,190" lower="0.06"
upper="0.07" equality="lower" transparency=" l " label="0.06 - 0.07"/>
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<RASTER_RANGE color="255,255,0" lower="0.07''
transparency=" I" label="0.07 - 0.08"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="255,170,0" lower="0.08"
=
=
upper "0.09" equality "lower" transparency=" I" label="0.08 - 0.09"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color=" 170,255,0" lower="0.09"
upper= "0. I equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="0.09 - 0.1"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="0,250,120" lower="0. I
upper="0.11" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="0. I - 0.11"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="0,92,230" lower="0.11"
=
=
upper="0.12" equality "lower" transparency " I" label="0.11 - 0.12"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color= "255,0,197" lower="0.12"
upper= "0.13" equality= "lower" transparency=" I" label="0.12 - 0.13"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="230,0,0" lower="0.13"
upper="0.14" equality= "lower" transparency=" I" label="0.13 - 0.14"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="156,156,156" lower="0.14"
upper="0.2" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="0.14 - 0.2"/>
<RASTER_OTHER color="255,255,255"
transparency="0" label="Other"/>
</RASTER RENDERER>
<IMAGEPROPERTIES transparency=" I"
transcolor="255,255,255"/>
</LAYER>
upper="0.08"

equality="lower"

II

workspace="sde_ws-0"/>

visible="false">

visible="false">
workspace="ws-3"/>

visible="false">

11

<LAYER name="Landsat" type="image" id="22" visible="false">
<DATASET name="SDE.EG_LANDSAT.IMAGE" type="image"
<COORDSYS id="4326" />
</LAYER>
<LAYER name="Ratios" type="image" id="290"
<DATASET name="ratios.tif' type="image" workspace="ws-3"/>
<COORDSYS id="32636"/>
</LAYER>
<LAYER name="Geology Map" type="image" id="270"
<DATASET name="conoco_mos.jpg" type="image"
<COORDSYS id="32636"/>
</LAYER>
<LAYER name="Topography" type="image" id="260"

<DATASET name="SDE.UTM EDESERT.IMAGE"
type="image" workspace="sde_ws-0"/>
<COORDSYS id="32636"/>
<IMAGEPROPERTIES transparency=" I" transcolor="0,0,0"/>
</LAYER>
<LAYER name="ED-Mos-Band_ I" type="image" id="800"
=
visible "false">
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workspace="ws-5"/>

visible="false">
workspace="ws-5"/>

visible="false">
workspace="ws-5"/>

visible="false">
workspace="ws-5"/>

visible="false">
workspace="ws-5"/>

<DATASET name="ED-Mos-b I-int.tit" type="image"
<COORDSYS id="32636"/>
<IMAGEPROPERTIES transparency=" I" transcolor="0,0,0"/>
</LAYER>
<LAYER name="ED-Mos-Band_2" type="image" id="810"
<DATASET name="ED-Mos-b2-int.tif' type="image"
<COORDSYS id="32636"/>
<IMAGEPROPERTIES transparency=" I" transcolor="0,0,0"/>
</LAYER>
<LAYER name="ED-Mos-Band_3" type="image" id="820"
<DATASET name="ED-Mos-b3-int.tif' type="image"
<COORDSYS id="32636"/>
<IMAGEPROPERTIES transparency=" I" transcolor="0,0,0"/>
</LAYER>
<LAYER name="ED-Mos-Band_4" type="image" id="830"
<DATASET name="ED-Mos-b4-int.tif' type="image"
<COORDSYS id="32636"/>
<IMAGEPROPERTIES transparency=" I" transcolor="0,0,0"/>
</LAYER>
<LAYER name="ED-Mos-Band_5" type="image" id="840"
<DATASET name="ED-Mos-b5-int.tif' type="image"

<COORDSYS id="32636"/>
<IMAGEPROPERTIES
transparency=" I" transcolor="0,0,0"/>
</LAYER>
<LAYER name="ED-Mos-Band_6" type="image" id="850"
visible="false">
<DATASET name="ED-Mos-b6-int.tif' type="image"
workspace="ws-5"/>
<COORDSYS id="32636"/>
<IMAGEPROPERTIES transparency=" I" transcolor="0,0,0"/>
</LAYER>
<LAYER name="ED-Mos-Band_7" type="image" id="860"
visible= "false">
<DATASET name= "ED-Mos-b7-int.tif' type= "image"
workspace="ws-5"/>
<COORDSYS id="32636"/>
<IMAGEPROPERTIES transparency=" I" transcolor="0,0,0"/>
</LAYER>
<LAYER name="ASTER I SM" type="image" id="863" visible="false">
<DATASET name="SDE.ASTER I 5MED.RASTER"
type= "image" workspace= "sde_ ws-0"/>
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<COORDSYS id="32636"/>
<IMAGEPROPERTIES transparency=" I transcolor="0,0,0 11 />
</LAYER>
<LAYER name="TRM M 5 years Precipitation" type="image" id=" I02 11
II

visible="false">

<DATASET name="SDE.TRM M 5YEARS.IMAGE"
type="image" workspace="sde_ws-0"/>
<COORDSYS id="32636"/>
<RASTER RENDERER>
<RASTER_RANGE color="0,0,255 11 lower="0"
11
=
=
=
upper "0.3 equality "lower" transparency " I label="0 - 0.3 11 />
<RASTER_RANGE color="54,97,255" lower="0.3"
upper="0.75" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="0.30 - 0.75 11/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="56,172,255" lower="0.75"
upper=" I equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="0.75 - I"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="0,255,255" lower=" I11
=
=
upper "1.5" equality="lower" transparency " I label="1.00 - 1.5 11/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="145,255,180 11 lower=" 1.5 11
=
=
"
I
label="1.50 - 2"/>
upper="2" equality "lower" transparency
<RASTER_RANGE color="210,255, I05 11 lower="2"
upper="3" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="2.00 - 3"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="255,255,0" lower="3"
upper="5" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="3.00 - 5 11 />
<RASTER_RANGE color="255,183,0" lower="5"
=
=
upper=" IO" equality "lower" transparency " I labe1="5.00 - IO"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="255,111,0" lower="I0"
=
=
"
upper="25" equality "lower" transparency I label=" I0.00 - 25"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="255,0,0" lower="25"
upper="175.85" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="25.00 - 2000 11/>
<RASTER_OTHER color="255,255,255"
transparency="0" label="Other"/>
II

II

II

II

II

II

</RASTER RENDERER>
<IMAGEPROPERTIES transparency="I"

transcolor="255 ,255,25511 />
</LAYER>
<LAYER name="TRM M 1998 Precipitation" type="image" id=" I03"
visible="false">
<DATASET name="SDE.TRM M_l998.IMAGE" type="image"
=
workspace "sde_ws-0"/>
<COORDSYS id="32636"/>
<RASTER-RENDERER>
<RASTER_RANGE color="0,0,255" lower="0"
upper="0.3 11 equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="0 - 0.3"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="54,97,255" lower="0.3"
upper="0.75" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="0.30 - 0.75"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="56,172,255" lower="0.75"
=
=
=
upper " I" equality "lower" transparency " I label="0.75 - I11 />
<RASTER_ RANGE color="0,255,255" lower=" I"
upper=" 1.5" equality="lower" transparency=" I label="1.00 - 1.5"/>
II

II
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<RASTER_RANGE color="145,255,180" lower="1.5"
upper="2" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="1.50 - 2"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="210,255,105" lower="2"
upper= "3" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="2.00 - 3"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="255,255,0" lower="3"
upper="5" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="3.00 - 5"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="255,183,0" lower="5"
=
=
=
upper " IO" equality "lower" transparency " I" label="5.00 - IO"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="255,111,0" lower=" IO"
upper="25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label=" I0.00 - 25"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="255,0,0" lower="25"
upper="175.85" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="25.00 - 2000"/>
<RASTER_OTHER color="255,255,255"
=
=
transparency "0" label "Other"/>
</RASTER RENDERER>
<IMAGEPROPERTIES transparency=" I"

transcolor="255,255,255"/>
</LAYER>
<LAYER name="TR MM 1999 Precipitation" type="image" id=" I04"
=
visible "false">
<DATASET name="SDE.TRMM_l999.IMAGE" type="image"
=
workspace "sde_ws-0"/>
<COORDSYS id="32636"/>
<RASTER RENDERER>
<RASTER_RANGE color="0,0,255" lower="0"
upper="0.3" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="0 - 0.3"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="54,97,255" lower="0.3"
=
=
=
upper "0.75" equality "lower" transparency " I" label="0.30 - 0.75"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="56,172,255" lower="0.75"
=
=
upper " I" equality="lower" transparency " I" label="0.75 - I"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="0,255,255" lower=" I"
upper="1.5" equality= "lower" transparency=" I" label="1.00 - 1.5"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="145,255,180" lower="1.5"
upper="2" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="1.50 - 2"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="210,255, I05" lower="2"
=
=
=
upper "3" equality "lower" transparency " I" label="2.00 - 3"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="255,255,0" lower="3"
=
=
=
upper "5" equality "lower" transparency " I" label="3.00 - 5"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="255,183,0" lower="5"
upper=" IO" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="5.00 - IO"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="255,111,0" lower="I0"
upper="25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label=" I0.00 - 25"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="255,0,0" lower="25"
=
upper="175.85" equality "lower" transparency=" I" label="25.00 - 2000"/>
<RASTER_OTHER color="255,255,255"
transparency="0" label="Other"/>
</RASTER RENDERER>
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< IMAGEPROPERTIES transparency=" I"
transcolor="255,255,255"/>
</LAYER>
<LA YER name="TRMM 2000 Precipitation" type="image" id=" 105"
visible="false">
<DATASET name="SDE.TRMM_2000. IMAGE" type="image"
workspace="sde_ ws-0"/>
<COORDSYS id="32636"/>
<RASTER RENDERER>
<RASTER_ RANGE color="0,0,255" lower="0"
upper=" 0.3" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="0 - 0.3 "/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="54,97,255" lower="0.3"
upper="0.75" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="0.30 - 0.75"/>
<RASTER_ RANGE color="56, 172,255" lower="0.75"
upper=" I" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="0.75 - I"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="0,255,255" lower=" I"
upper=" 1.5" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe l=" 1.00 - 1.5"/>
<RASTER RANGE color=" 145,255,180" lower=" 1.5"
upper="2" equa lity="lower" transparency=" I" label=" 1.50 - 2"/>
<RASTER_ RANGE color="2 I0,255 , I05" lower="2"
upper="3" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="2.00 - 3"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="255 ,255,0" lower="3"
upper="5" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="3.00 - 5"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="255, 183,0" lower="5"
upper=" IO" equality=" lower" transparency=" 1" label="5.00 - IO"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="255,l I l ,0" lower="I0"
upper="25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label=" I 0.00 - 25"/>
<RASTER_ RANGE color="255 ,0,0" lower="25"
upper=" 175.85" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="25 .00 - 2000"/>
<RASTER_ OTHER color="255 ,255,255"
transparency="0" label="Other"/>

</RASTER RENDERER>
< IM AGEPROPERTIES transparency=" 1"
transcolor="255,255 ,255"/>
</LAYER>
<LAYER name="TRMM 2001 Precipitation" type="image" id="106"
visible="false">
<DATASET name="SDE.TRMM_2001.1MAGE" type="image"
workspace="sde_ ws-0"/>
<COORDSYS id="32636"/>
<RASTER RENDERER>
<RASTER_ RANGE color="0,0,255" lower="0"
upper="0 .3 " equality=" lower" transparency=" I" label="0 - 0.3"/>
<RASTER_ RANGE color="54,97,255" lower="0.3"
upper="0.75" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="0.30 - 0.75"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="56,172,255" lower="0.75"
upper=" 1" equality="lower" transparency=" 1" label="0.75 - 1"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="0,255,255" lower=" I"
upper=" 1.5" equality="lower" transparency=" 1" label=" 1.00 - 1.5"/>
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<RASTER_RANGE color="145,255,180" lower="1.5"
upper="2" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="1.50 - 2"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="210,255,105" lower="2"
upper="3" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="2.00 - 3"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="255,255,0" lower="3"
upper="5" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="3.00 - 5"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="255,183,0" lower="5"
upper=" IO" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="5.00 - I0"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="255,111,0" lower=" IO"
upper="25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label=" I0.00 - 25"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="255,0,0" lower="25"
upper="175.85" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="25.00 - 2000"/>
<RASTER_OTHER color="255,255,255"
transparency="0" label="Other"/>
</RASTER RENDERER>
<I MAGEPROPERTIES transparency=" I"

transcolor="255,255,255"/>
</LAYER>
<LAYER name="TRMM 2002 Precipitation" type="image" id=" I07''
visible="false">
<DATASET name="SDE.TRMM_2002.IMAGE" type="image"
=
workspace "sde_ ws-0"/>
<COORDSYS id="32636"/>
<RASTER RENDERER>
<RASTER_RANGE color="0,0,255" lower="0"
upper="0.3" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="0 - 0.3"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="54,97,255" lower="0.3"
upper="0.75" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="0.30 - 0.75"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="56,172,255" lower="0.75"
=
=
=
upper " I" equality "lower" transparency " I" label="0.75 - I"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="0,255,255" lower=" I"
=
upper="1.5" equality="lower" transparency " I" label="1.00 - 1.5"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="145,255,180" lower="1.5"
upper="2" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="1.50 - 2"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="2 I0,255, I05" lower="2"
upper="3" equality="lower" transparency="1" labe1="2.00 - 3"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="255,255,0" lower="3"
=
=
=
upper "5" equality "lower" transparency " I" label="3.00 - 5"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="255,183,0" lower="5"
upper=" IO" equality="lower" transparency=" I" labe1="5.00 - IO"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="255,111,0" lower=" IO"
upper="25" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="10.00 - 25"/>
<RASTER_RANGE color="255,0,0" lower="25"
upper="175.85" equality="lower" transparency=" I" label="25.00 - 2000"/>
<RASTER_OTHER color="255,255,255"
transparency="0" label="Other"/>
</RASTER RENDERER>
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<IMAGEPROPERTIES transparency=" I"
transcolor="255,255,255"/>
</LAYER>

visible="true">
workspace="ws-1 "/>

<LAYER name="Country_ Bounds" type="featureclass" id="2 IO"
<DATASET name="Country _Bounds" type="polygon"

<COORDSYS id=" I04000"/>
<GROUPRENDERER>
<SIMPLERENDERER>
<SIMPLEPOLYGONSYMBOL
antialiasing="false" boundary="true" boundarycaptype="butt" boundarycolor="0,0,0"
boundaryjointype="round" boundarytransparency=" I" boundarytype="solid" boundarywidth=" I"
fillcolor="254,255,255" fillinterval="6" filltransparency="0" filltype="solid" overlap="true"/>
</SIMPLERENDERER>
<SfMPLERENDERER>
<SIM PLELINESYMBOL antialiasing="false"
=
=
captype "butt" color="0,0,0" jointype "round" transparency=" I" overlap="true" type="solid"
width=" I"/>
</SIMPLERENDERER>
</GROUPRENDERER>
</LAYER>
<LAYER name="SIR-C(Descending)" type="image" visible="false"
=
id "501" >
<DATASET name="ED_SIRC_DESCENDfNG.tif' type="image"
workspace="ws-3" />
<COORDSYS id="32635"/>
<IMAGEPROPERTIES transparency=" I" transcolor="0,0,0"/>
</LAYER>
<LAYER name="SIR-C(Ascending)" type="image" visible="false"
=
id "502" >
<DATASET name="ED_ SIRC_ASCENDING.tif' type="image"
=
workspace "ws-3"/>
<COORDSYS id="32635"/>
<IMAGEPROPERTIES transparency=" I" transcolor="0,0,0"/>
</LAYER>
<LAYER name="Westem Watersheds" type="featureclass" id="3 I 1"
=
visible "false">
<DATASET name="watersheds" type="polygon" workspace="ws1"/>
<COORDSYS id="4326"/>
<GROUPRENDERER>
<SIMPLERENDERER>
<SIMPLEPOLYGONSYMBOL
antialiasing="false" boundary="true" boundarycaptype="butt" boundarycolor="0,0,0"
boundaryjointype="round" boundarytransparency=" I" boundarytype="solid" boundarywidth=" I"
fillcolor="254,255,255" fillinterval="6" filltransparency="0" filltype="solid" overlap="true"/>
</SIMPLERENDERER>
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<SIMPLERENDERER>
<SIMPLELINESYMBOL antialiasing="false"
captype="butt" color="40,40,200" jointype="round" transparency=" I" overlap="true" type="solid"
width="3"/>
</SIMPLERENDERER>
</GROUPRENDERER>
</LAYER>
<LAYER name="BASINS ED SINKISM" type="featureclass" id="86 I "
=
visible "false">
<DATASET name="SDE.BASINS ED SINKISM"
type="polygon" workspace="sde_ws-0"/>
<COORDSYS id="32636"/>
<GROUPRENDERER>
<SIMPLERENDERER>
<SIMPLEPOLYGONSYMBOL
antialiasing="false" boundary="true" boundarycaptype="butt" boundarycolor="0,0,0"
boundaryjointype="round" boundarytransparency=" I" boundarytype="solid" boundarywidth="I "
fillcolor=" 151,219,242" fillinterva1="6" filltransparency="0.5" filltype="solid" overlap="true"/>
</SIMPLERENDERER>
<SIMPLERENDERER>
<SIMPLELINESYMBOL antialiasing="false"
captype="butt" color="0,0,0" jointype="round" transparency=" I" overlap="true" type="solid"
width="2"/>
</SIMPLERENDERER>
</GROUPRENDERER>
</LAYER>
<LAYER name="BASINS ED SINKI 00M" type="featureclass" id="862"
visible="false">
<DATASET name="SDE.BASINS ED SINKI 00M"
type="polygon" workspace="sde_ws-0"/>
<COORDSYS id="32636"/>
<GROUPRENDERER>
<SIMPLERENDERER>
<SIMPLEPOLYGONSYMBOL
antialiasing="false" boundary="true" boundarycaptype="butt" boundarycolor="0,0,0"
boundaryjointype="round" boundarytransparency="I " boundarytype="solid" boundarywidth=" I"
fillcolor="211,255,190" fillinterval="6" filltransparency="0.5" filltype="solid" overlap="true"/>
</SIMPLERENDERER>
<SIMPLERENDERER>
<SIMPLELINESYMBOL antialiasing="false"
captype="butt" color="0,0,0" jointype="round" transparency=" I" overlap="true" type="solid"
width="2"/>
</SIMPLERENDERER>
</GROUPRENDERER>
</LAYER>
<LAYER name="METEROIC_PRE_WATERSHED" type="featureclass"
=
=
id "700" visible "false">
<DATASET name="METEROIC PRE WATERSHED"
type="polygon" workspace="ws-11"/>
<COORDSYS id="32636"/>
<GROUPRENDERER>
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<SIMPLERENDERER>
<SIMPLEPOLYGONSYMBOL
antialiasing= "false" boundary="true" boundarycaptype="butt" boundarycolor="0,0,0"
boundaryjointype="round" boundarytransparency=" I" boundarytype="solid" boundarywidth=" I"
fillcolor= "254,255,255" fillinterval="6" filltransparency="0" filltype="solid" overlap="true"/>
</SIMPLERENDERER>
<SIMPLERENDERER>
<SIMPLELINESYMBOL antialiasing="false"
captype="butt" color="0,0,0" jointype="round" transparency=" I" overlap="true" type="solid"
width= "2"/>
</SIMPLERENDERER>
</GROUPRENDERER>
</LAYER>
<LA YER name="BASEMENT_ WATERSHED" type="featureclass"
id="70 I" visible="false">
<DATASET name="BASEMENT WATERSHED"
type="polygon" workspace="ws-1 I"/>
<COORDSYS id="32636"/>
<GROUPRENDERER>
<SIMPLERENDERER>
<SIMPLEPOLYGONSYMBOL
antialiasing="false" boundary= "true" boundarycaptype="butt" boundarycolor="0,0,0"
boundaryjointype="round" boundarytransparency=" I" boundarytype="solid" boundarywidth=" I"
fillcolor="254,255,255" fillinterval="6" filltransparency="0" filltype="solid" overlap="true"/>
</SIMPLERENDERER>
<SIMPLERENDERER>
<SIMPLELINESYMBOL antialiasing="false"
captype="butt" color="0,0,0" jointype="round" transparency=" I" overlap="true" type="solid"
width="2"/>
</SIMPLERENDERER>
</GROUPRENDERER>
</LAYER>
<LA YER name="Streams 180m DEM" type="featureclass" id="606"
visible="false">
<DATASET name="Streams 180" type="line" workspace="ws9"/>
<COORDSYS id="32636"/>
<GROUPRENDERER>
<SIMPLERENDERER>
<SIMPLELfNESYMBOL antialiasing="false"
captype="butt" color="250,52, 17" jointype="round" transparency=" I" overlap="true" type="solid"
width="2"/>
</SIMPLERENDERER>
</GROU PREN DERER>
</LAYER>
<LA YER name="Streams60m DEM" type="featureclass" id="80"
visible="false">
<DATASET name="Eastem_ streams" type="line"
workspace="ws-8 "/>
<COORDSYS id="32636"/>
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<SIMPLERENDERER>
<SIMPLELINESYMBOL antialiasing="false"
captype="butt" color="255,255,52" jointype= "round" transparency=" I" overlap= "true" type= "solid"
width=" 1.2"/>
</SIMPLERENDERER>
</LAYER>
<LA YER name="Faults-Conoco" type="featureclass" id= "70"
visible= "false">
<DATASET name="Faults-Conoco" type="line" workspace= "ws1"/>
<COORDSYS id="32636"/>
<SIMPLERENDERER>
<SIMPLELINESYMBOL antialiasing="false"
captype=" butt" color=" 166,0,47" jointype=" round" transparency= " I" overlap="true" type="solid"
width=" I"/>
</SIMPLERENDERER>
</LAYER>
<LA YER name="Shallow Nubian" type="featureclass" id= "? I"
visible= "false">
<DATASET name="SHALL_ NUB_OCT05" type= "line"
workspace="ws-1 0"/>
<COORDSYS id= "4326"/>
<SIMPLERENDERER>
<SIMPLELINESYMBOL antialiasing= "false"
captype="butt" color="200,200,20" jointype="round" transparency=" I" overlap="true" type= "so lid"
width="3 "/>
</SIMPLERENDERER>
</LAYER>
<LA YER name="Landis Isotopic Data" type="featureclass" id= "60"
visible="false">
<DATASET name="ed_ wellsreproj" type= "point"
workspace=" ws-1 "/>
<COORDSYS id="4326"/>
<GROUPRENDERER>
<SIMPLERENDERER>
<TRUETYPEMARKERSYMBOL
character="33" angle="0" antialiasing="false" font="ESRJ Default Marker" fontcolor="255 ,8 5,0"
fontsize=" 18" fontstyle="regular" glowing="255,255, 192" overlap="true"
rotatemethod= "mod_ arithmetic" transparency=" I" usecentroid="true"/>
</SIMPLERENDERER>
<SIMPLERENDERER>
<TRUETYPEMARKERSYMBOL
character="40" angle= "0" antialiasing="false" font="ESRJ Default Marker" fontcolor="0 ,0,0"
fontsize=" 18" fontstyle= "regular" glowing="255 ,255, 192" overlap="true"
rotatemethod="mod _ arithmetic" transparency=" I" usecentroid= "true"/>
</SIMPLERENDERER>
</GROUPRENDERER>
</LAYER>
<LA YER name="Rain Gauges" type="featureclass" id= "50"
visible="false">
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workspace="ws-1"/>

<DATASET name="gauges_featu_point" type="point"

<COORDSYS id="32636"/>
<GROUPRENDERER>
<SIMPLERENDERER>
<TRUETYPEMARKERSYMBOL
character="33" angle="0" antialiasing= "false" font="ESRI Default Marker" fontcolor="0,255,0"
fontsize="12" fontstyle= "regular" glowing= "255,255, 192" overlap="true"
rotatemethod= "mod_arithmetic" transparency=" I" usecentroid="true"/>
</SIMPLERENDERER>
<SIMPLERENDERER>
<TRUETYPEMARKERSYMBOL
character= "40" angle= "0" antialiasing="false" font="ESRI Default Marker" fontcolor= "0,0,0"
fontsize="12" fontstyle="regular" glowing= "255,255,192" overlap= "true"
rotatemethod="mod_arithmetic" transparency=" I" usecentroid="true"/>
</SIM PLERENDERER>
</GROUPRENDERER>
</LAYER>
<LAYER name="WMU Field Samples" type= "featureclass" id="11"
visible="false">
<DATASET name="WMU_SAMPLES" type= "point"
workspace="ws-1"/>
<COORDSYS id= "4326"/>
<GROUPRENDERER>
<SIMPLERENDERER>
<TRUETYPEMARKERSYMBOL
character="33" angle="0" antialiasing="false" font= "ESRI Default Marker" fontcolor=" I06,18,203"
fontsize="12" fontstyle="regular" overlap= "true" rotatemethod="mod_arithmetic" transparency=" I"
usecentroid="true"/>
</SIMPLERENDERER>
<SIMPLERENDERER>
<TRUETYPEMARKERSYMBOL
character= "40" angle="0" antialiasing="false" font="ESRI Default Marker" fontcolor= "0,0,0"
fontsize= "12" fontstyle="regular" overlap="true" rotatemethod= "mod_arithmetic" transparency=" I"
usecentroid= "true"/>
</SIMPLERENDERER>
</GROUPRENDERER>
</LAYER>
visible= "false">
workspace= "ws-1"/>

<LAYER name="Ministry Field Samples" type="featureclass" id="40"
<DATASET name="MINISTRYDATA" type="point"

<COORDSYS id= "4326"/>
<GROUPRENDERER>
<SIMPLERENDERER>
<TRUETYPEMARKERSYMBOL
character="33" angle="0" antialiasing="false" font="ESRI Default Marker" fontcolor="122,245,202"
fontsize= "12" fontstyle= "regular" overlap="true" rotatemethod="mod_arithmetic" transparency=" I"
usecentroid="true"/>
</SIMPLERENDERER>
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<SIMPLERENDERER>
<TRUETYPEMARKERSYMBOL
character="40" angle="0" antialiasing="false" font="ESRJ Default Marker" fontcolor="0,0,0"
fontsize=" 12" fontstyle= "regular" overlap="true" rotatemethod="mod_arithmetic" transparency=" I"
usecentroid="true"/>
</SIMPLERENDERER>
</GROUPRENDERER>
</LAYER>
<LAYER name="EGSA Wells" type="featureclass" id=" 15"
visible="false">
<DATASET name="Well_Locations" type="point"
=
workspace "ws-7"/>
<COORDSYS id="4326"/>
<GROUPRENDERER>
<SI MPLERENDERER>
<TRUETYPEMARKERSYMBOL
character="33" angle="0" antialiasing="false" font="ESRJ Default Marker" fontcolor="225,80,225"
fontsize="14" fontstyle="regular" overlap="true" rotatemethod="mod_arithmetic" transparency="1"
usecentroid="true"/>
</SIMPLERENDERER>
<SIMPLERENDERER>
<TRUETYPEMARKERSYMBOL
character="40" angle="0" antialiasing="false" font="ESRI Default Marker" fontcolor="0,0,0"
fontsize=" I 4" fontstyle="regular" overlap="true" rotatemethod="mod_arithmetic" transparency=" I"
usecentroid="true"/>
</SIMPLERENDERER>
</GROUPRENDERER>
</LAYER>
<LAYER name="UNDP Field Samples" type="featureclass" id="10"
=
"false">
visible
<DATASET name="UNDP_SAM_AUGUST" type="point"
workspace="ws-1"/>
<COORDSYS id="4326"/>
<GROUPRENDERER>
<SIMPLERENDERER>
<TRUETYPEMARKERSYMBOL
character="33" angle= "0" antialiasing="false" font="ESRI Default Marker" fontcolor=" 175,0,225"
fontsize=" 14" fontstyle="regular" overlap="true" rotatemethod="mod_arithmetic" transparency=" I"
usecentroid="true"/>
</SlMPLERENDERER>
<SIMPLERENDERER>
<TRUETYPEMARKERSYMBOL
character="40" angle="0" antialiasing="false" font="ESRJ Default Marker" fontcolor="0,0,0"
fontsize="14" fontstyle="regular" overlap="true" rotatemethod="mod_arithmetic" transparency=" I"
usecentroid="true"/>
</SIMPLERENDERER>
</GROUPRENDERER>
</LAYER>
type="featureclass"

<LAYER name="GROUND WATER POTENTIALITIES"
visible="false">

id="702"
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workspace="ws-10"/>

lookupfield="CATAGORY">
label="DYKES WATER">

<DATASET narne="WELL_ IO_ I 4a_05" type="point"
<COORDSYS id="32636"/>
<GROUPRENDERER>
<VALUEMAPRENDERER
<EXACT value="DYKES WATER"

<TRUETYPEMARKERSYMBOL
character="33" angle="0" antialiasing="false" font="ESRI Default Marker" fontcolor="85,255,0"
fontsize=" 12" fontstyle="regular" overlap="true" rotaternethod="rnod_arithrnetic" transparency=" I "
usecentroid="true"/>
</EXACT>
<EXACT value="FOSSIL WATER"
label="FOSSIL WATER">
<TRUETYPEMARKERSYMBOL
character="33" angle="0" antialiasing="false" font="ESRI Default Marker" fontcolor="255,170,0"
fontsize="12" fontstyle="regular" overlap="true" rotaternethod="rnod_arithrnetic" transparency=" I"
usecentroid="true"/>
</EXACT>
<EXACT value="FRACTURED BASEMENT"
label="FRACTURED BASEMENT">
<TRUETYPEMARKERSYMBOL
character="33" angle="0" antialiasing="false" font="ESRI Default Marker" fontcolor="255,0,0"
fontsize="12" fontstyle="regular" overlap="true" rotaternethod="rnod_arithrnetic" transparency=" I "
usecentroid="true"/>
</EXACT>
<EXACT value="METEORIC
PRECIPITATION" label="METEORIC PRECIPITATION">
<TRUETYPEMARKERSYMBOL
character="33" angle="0" antialiasing="false" font="ESRl Default Marker" fontcolor="255, 190,232"
fontsize=" 12" fontstyle="regular" overlap="true" rotaternethod="rnod_arithrnetic" transparency=" I "
usecentroid="true"/>
</EXACT>
</VALUEMAPRENDERER>
<VALUEMAPRENDERER
lookupfield="CATAGORY">
<EXACT value="DYKES WATER"
Iabel="DYKES WATER">
<TRUETYPEMARKERSYMBOL
character="40" angle="0" antialiasing="false" font="ESRI Default Marker" fontcolor="0,0,0"
fontsize=" 12" fontstyle="regular" overlap="true" rotaternethod="rnod_arithrnetic" transparency=" I "
usecentroid="true"/>
</EXACT>
<EXACT value="FOSSIL WATER"
Iabel="FOSSIL WATER">
<TRUETYPEMARKERSYMBOL
character="40" angle="0" antialiasing="false" font="ESRI Default Marker" fontcolor="0,0,0"
fontsize="12" fontstyle="regular" overlap="true" rotaternethod="rnod_arithmetic" transparency=" I"
usecentroid="true"/>
</EXACT>
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label="FRACTURED BASEMENT">

<EXACT value="FRACTURED BASEMENT"

<TRUETYPEMARKERSYMBOL
character="40" angle="0" antialiasing="false" font="ESRI Default Marker" fontcolor="0,0,0"
fontsize=" 12" fontstyle="regular" overlap="true" rotatemethod="mod_arithmetic" transparency=" I"
usecentroid="true"/>
</EXACT>
<EXACT value="METEORIC
PRECIPITATION" label="METEORIC PRECIPITATION">
<TRUETYPEMARKERSYMBOL
character="40" angle="0" antialiasing="false" font="ESRI Default Marker" fontcolor="0,0,0"
fontsize=" 12" fontstyle="regular" overlap="true" rotatemethod="mod_arithmetic" transparency="I"
usecentroid="true"/>
</EXACT>
</YALUEMAPRENDERER>
</GROUPRENDERER>
</LAYER>

<LAYER type="acetate" name="northarrow" id="northarrow">
<OBJECT units="pixel">
<POINT coords="20 20">
<TRUETYPEMARKERSYMBOL
character="52" angle="0" antialiasing="false" font="ESRI North" fontcolor="0,0,0" fontsize=" 12"
fontstyle="regular" overlap="true" rotatemethod="mod_ arithmetic" transparency=" I"
usecentroid="true"/>
</POINT>
</OBJECT>
</LAYER>
</MAP>
</CONFIG>
</ARCXML>
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APPENDIX IV - Accessing customized tools

a) Profile Generator

The procedures for using the profile tool are:a. Load the DEM image in the Arc IMS Map viewer.
b. Activate the selected image by clicking the radio button next to the
layer. The activation will enable the profile tool button.
c. Select the profile tool button; instructions (in a popup window) will
prompt the user to select two points identifying the beginning and the
end of the selected profile (refer to figure 3.19).
d. A pop up window will appear showing the profile along the two
selected points (refer to figure 3.20).

b) Stretch Tool

The procedures for using the profile tool are:a. Load the image of interest in the Arc IMS Map viewer.
b. Activate the image by clicking the radio button next to the layer; this will
enable the stretch tool button.
c. Click the stretch tool button; instructions (on a pop up window) will
prompt the user to provide the minimum and maximum values for
conducting the stretch. An illustration is given in figure 3.22.
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c) Histogram Tool
The procedures for using the histogram tool are:a. Add the raster layer in the Map Frame for which the histogram is required.
b.

Display the section of the raster area for which a histogram is required

c.

Select the histogram tool and a pop up window showing the results will
be displayed (e.g., figure 3.23)
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